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ABSTRACT
Thirty-two games and simulations relating to consumer

education comprise this annotated bibliography designed to aid the
teacher of adult basic education students and others in their search
for teaching devices. Topics covered in the various simulations
include money management, insurance, credit, credit unions, consumer
law, consumer frauds, economics, ecology, clothing, housing,
automobiles, and decision-making. Each of the 32 games is evaluated
for its educational possibilities, student interest, and physical
characteristics by an evaluation instrument specifically designed for
this purpose. The questions in the evaluation are not weighted, as
their importance will vary for each teacher and class. All the
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INTRODUCTION BEST COPY MRItABLE

This bibliography of games and simulations is designed to aid the teachers
of Adult Basic rducation students and others in their search for teaching devices
of this kind in the area of consumer education. It consists of the evaluation and
an annotation for each game and simulation. For purposes of this study consumer
education was defined broadly, and the consumer aspects of many kinds of decisions
were considered relevant.

We believe that games and simulutions are two separate techniques of teaching
and have used the following definitions for each:

game: a contest conducted according to set rules and undertaken
in pursuit of educational (or learning) objectives as well as
for enjoyment.

simulation: a pretense ofan actual (or life) situation for the purpose
of attaining some educational objective.

In our search for these games and simulations we contacted publishing companies,
manufacturers, developers, ard individuals all of whom take a special interest in
the use of games and simulations al teaching devices.

The three page evaluation instrument used was designed specifically for this
project. The following three sources were consulted for the development of the
instrument and acme questions were adapted for cur use:

Choo-Ang Techriques for Teaching and Learning, Hazel T. Spitze
A 'Aide for Simulation Design, Adair & Foster
A Guide for Evaluatirg Classroom Simulation and Games, George Gaines

The questions in the evaluation instrument are not weighted as their impor-
tance will vary for ea2h teacher and class. In general, the more x's in the "yes"
column, the better th% game. However .sown of the questions in the instrument may
not be extremely important and/or appre,eiete for all classes. Therefore, it is
suggested that teachers read each questioe and decide which, if any, are not
appropriate for their students.

The reading levels for each game are stated at the top of each evaluation and
were arrived at through use of the Cunning Formula.

All of the games and simulations included have been played at least twice.
Those people who have played include high school students, graduate assistants,
and other adults.

We would like to extend our appreciation to all those who have assisted us
in this project. A special thanks to John Hatfield, Project Director, Adult Basic
Education - Staff Development, Region V, for helping us to obtain many of the games
and simulations and to all the publishing companies that sent us complimentary copies
of their materials. Also, we would like to thank the graduate assistants and the
students of Arthur High School, Arthur, Illinois, for participating in the games and
simulations and for sharing with us their observations.
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THE BUDGETING GAME

Publisher Changing Times Education Service

0 Publication Date 1971

Cost $22.50

(included in resource kit Money Management)
Cannot be purchased separately.

E

Suggested Number of Players 4-16
*See Strident Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.0

R(-Ling Level required to play game 6.0

DUCATIONAL PO3SI,ITTITIES

1. Is the informatil accurate?
O
Z

4J

m
.z
X
w
0
o
Cl)

x

m
al

P4

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectikes clear? Not stated.

b, Arc tnnching objectives relevant to targeted student
gre711? No targeted group stated.

---

3. Is pare bated on real-life situations and decisions?

4. Does winning reciLire kntraledge rather than luck?

5. Does the rme irprove attitudes toward learning?
11111111

X

6. Does the Enme require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in te; of norm.-+.1 classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Cat the game be ada?ted to different Lime limits easily?
111111111111 x

c. Does the ems.mt of lenrning justify the time spent in
preparirg students to play the game?

d. Does the avouot of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can he game be adapted to appeal to ditferent
age groups and retain its educational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
diilnrent abilit levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

---- -- ----------
9. Does the gcme teach or test, i.e., can the game 13'1 played

without background learning?
I

x
....or.....rom..

10, Mathematical Cal.culations

a. Is the game constructed sq as to eliminate the need
for vrthematical calcu.arions?

..... ......... . ..

ii

3- .

1 -
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILI1IES - Ccned.

r

b. If math is rcruired, 'hat calculations are used?
Addition, subtraction

o

4.,

m

3
w

g
cn

t

m
a
>4

--------------
STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.) x

2. Does it a7pear that studen'cc will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragewent by instructor? X

3. Is gar.e constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning? x

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played b' both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only cae? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content 1Jarned 4.n the gare? x

---- __----___--

PHYSICAL CHARACTEPTSTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (In it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the ;:amp last over a period of time? (Are
game parts i.a: of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?) x----- ------

b. In use, do the on-is function well?
x

00007



BEST al Mh11.tgi

PHYSIfIAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.

U
M4
n
0

a.,

et
m

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped perscn play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

so'e c'

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, peeper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

x----
c. Could a physically hmdicapped person play the solitaire

version of the came, if any? (taking into account the
modifications sueeeste4 in 3.b.)

4. Consumable Mateeinla

a. Are consumable materials :Ineeeensively replaced?

Appronimate replacemer: cost of consumable materials
Coneursble materiels mey be duplicated, 7

b. Could a quick sOstitutioa be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?- ---. X

.

c. Are playing pieces enlikely tc disappear?.

---.-----------
5. Extra Equipm:nt

a. Is the game consteucted so as to eliminate the need for
. extra equipire:nt such as overhead projectors, filmstrip

machine, etc.?
x

b. If equipment is necessary, what.kinds?

The BUDGETING GANL is included in t:te resource kit Money Management and cannot be purchased
separately. It requires e:%eyers to make joint decisions about a middle income family and
their financial situation. Each round or month the family must draw a situation card and pay
accordingly. The object is to satisfy the ft:telly's needs and pay for all the expense without
gr...ng bankrupt. This geme is not unnecessarily complex and there is only one form (a budget
worksheet) to be filled by the students. Adult students could find this to be a valuable
learning device for budgeting and decision making. The variations from month to month are
so slight that students may not be stimulated. Most decisions are made in the beginning
of the playing.

- 3-
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TEACHER'S PACKET OF BUSINESS
CROSSWORD PUZZLES

Suggested Number of PlayersIndefinite
*See Student Interest, question 4

Puolisher Dr. Peter Yacyk

Publication Date 1971

Cost $3.00 Reading Level required to read rulesNo rule,

Reading Level required to play game 9.2

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
o
z

4J

m

g
8
o
cn

w
-
x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? x

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? No targeted group indicated. .

3: Is game based on real-life situations and decisions? x

4. Does winning reouire knowledge rather than luck? x

2. Does the game improve nttitudes toward learning? x

6.. ;Does the gace require high levels of cognitive behavior? x

7. Time

a. Is the ti m2 reluired to play the game reasonable
in tzrms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

x

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?
x

c. Does the annnnt nf lenrning justify the time spent in
prersrino rtedents to play the game?

x

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the gam?

x

8. Flexibility

a. Can the gam be ndalited to appeal to different
age groupn and retain its educational value? x

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

_.

x

9. Does the genie teeth or test, i.e., can the game be played
without bachgrounc' learning? x

O. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need
for mAthematicnt calculations? x

4
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EDUCATIONIU POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, :hnt calculations rare used?

o

A A

4.1

m

w
0
o

/ /
A

m
a.)

'

/
/
i_ ----------.......

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it Lopear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
!.earning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participaLc actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version) x

d. Can the gvme be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

givena. Are '.he rules and directions concise? None g

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content lerrned i.n the ga.'e?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the gate easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawIrs, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?) ---.

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are
game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

--...._

b. In use, do the parts function well?

- 5
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.

W

W
n
0
ul

m
a
a-,

3. Physically Handicapped (B1!_nd, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handtcapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throe and/or rear' dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to ,:le handicapped?)

.........

son

x

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily bi2 adapted

.

for blind students by using a stylus.)
x

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively eplaced?
Teacher may dupi.icate consumable materials.

Illr

VApproximate replac-ment cost of consumable materials

.-------

b. Could a quic!: su'ostitution be nadc for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing 1.4rtr?

...
c. Are playing pieces unInely to risappear?

MY

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed .lo as to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

,

b. If equipment recesnary, what hinds? Duplicating
y

Aid....----

Frmachine needed for copies of consumable materials.

The TEACHERS PACKET 0" BUSINESS CROSSWORD PUZZLES contains eleven puzzles each concerned
with a diffeient area. Those puzzles most directly related to consumer education are
Credit, Consumer Protection, !Ioney and Banking, and Consumer and the Law, although the
latter is quite technical.. Each crossword puzzle consists of approximately ninety terms
ranging from basic, simple concepts to relatively difficult ones. A teacher of Adult
Basic Education students could onit the more difficult terms from the puzzles to make
them more workable for the students.

U Oa
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THE CALORIE GAME

Publisher Graphics Co.

Publication Date 1972

Alk cost $9.95 postpaid (If purchased
111, with bne copy of the Nutrition Game

$18.75. )

E

Suggested Number of Players 1-6
*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules5.3

Reading Level required to play game 6.9

BEST COPY MAILABLE
DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
o
x

m
o

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? x

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? ligitgagtg aolltssuited but suitable for

3. Is game based on real-lit e situations and decisions?

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the game require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits mall?

c. Doca the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to play the game? ..

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

9. Does the game teach or test, i.e., can the game be played
without background learning?

10. MatIlematical Calculations

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need

for mathematical calculations?
----_____.

-7-
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DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, ,hat calculations are used?
Subtraction

a

m

3
w
5
o
tn

m
w
>4

...... .....

TUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aestheticaLly appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game ccnstructed so competition does not interfere with
learning? x

4. Number of Players

a. Can the game ly.1 played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?
x

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)
x

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?
x

5. Rules and Directions

a, Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game? x

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood? x

d. Are suggestions ride to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game? x

II
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to stor "? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use and Durability

ti, Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are

game parts ma, 1/2 of eurable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability cf the game?)

b. In use, do the parts function well?
&MY

- 8
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, threw end/or rend dice, move tokens, etc.,
far the handicen2d person if. necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

.4011Ma 1111111111/r.=11101

some can

x

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

x
c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire

version of the gams, if any? (taking into account the
modifications segpested in 3.b.)

4. Consumable Materials
1111111111

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?
Consurable materials mn_hs dunlicated.

Approximate replacement cost of consumable' materials

b. Could a quid: substitution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game.be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear?

5. Extra Equipment

x

x

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
extra eq,x.'.1ment such rs overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

ower=roam........ .maree
b. If equipment is necnaoary, Ihat.kinds? Duplicating

machine needed for consispable materials.

Players o in, nave op un L y er
to acquire one hundred percent of all night nutrient . The foods are purchased with
calories. Players not only become ccquainted ulth caloric values of the foods but also
the nutritional value. Thi game is adaptable for different ages and ability levels
of students. Included in the home arc suggestions for different methods of play, a solitaire
version, and principles of nutrition which the cramp can teach. Most Adult Basic Education
students could easily play TPE CALORIE GAME and learn a great deal of information about
nutrition.

- 9 -
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CHECKSTAND

Publisher Washington State University

Publication Date 11,4

Cost

Suggested Number of Players 2-4

*Sec Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules5.2

Reading Level required to play game 6.1

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?

4.4

m
.r.:

0
w
6
o
co

m

-4

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?
Not stated.

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? Suitable for most groups and adults.

3. Is game based on real-lifo situations End decisions? x

4. Does winning require kncwledqe rather than luck?

5. Does ,.he gime irm,rove attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the go reTtire high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the tine required co play the game reasonable
in terms of corral classroom periods (40 min.)? x

b. Can the game be ndnpted to different time limits easily? I x

c. Does the amount of !earring justify the time spent in
preparing rtueentn to play the game?

d. Does the arn-wit of lrnrning justify the time spent in
playing the vee?

8. Flexibility

a. Can th- garT be adapted to anpeal to ditferent
age grcepl rand retain its educational value? x

b. Can the game cortent be changed to meet the needs of
different nbilit7 levels ithin age groups and retain
its edueationl value?

I

9. Does the game trneh Or test, i,e., can the game be nlayed
without background lenrntng?

---- x

.0.

.

Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the ga-In cnnstvw:ed sc as to eliminate the need
for msthetratical crleulntione?

....

-10-
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations ere used?
Addition. subtraction. multiplication

,

4)

a
.c

g
m

to

a)

-,

.-

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere' with .

learning? x------- -,.......--------...--

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game he'played by both individuals and teams?
x

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)
_.
x

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise? x

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood? x

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

.......-------

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use ar.d Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are

game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?) x

b. In use, do the parts function well? x

- vs
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PHYSICAL. CHAEACTERISTIC3 -- Cont'd.
0

w
M4
N
W
00
cn

M
w

3. Physically Unndica,lpee (Elind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically h:.ndicz:.ppee. -Qerson play the game?

(I.e., takin3 intc accoulv.: th..lt anothar student could

sp:!.n a spin7sr, throw: omd/ur read dice, move tokens, etc.,

for the handicapped pa.cson is nemloary, would the game
then be playable ::c .ae handiclppad?)

. MINMN....MM.110

som

...NM

b. Could the: rre be nodified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, peper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by usir. n stylus.)

. x
------

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the [em.2, if any? (taking into account the
modifications sunsnsted in :Lb.)..... ..... ,......MOMII....M..

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumeble mctorials inexpensivUy repinced?
------

Approximate replIcement CO9t of consumable nlaterials
No instructIc.ngive%to replocement of consumabl.e Or r

materiacs. ...11=111WWW .04
b. Could a quick sub:;':itution be mnee for each Fart of the

game if the need woitl,: arise? Jr can the gime be played
with misting .dartn?

-- -//!milM-
c. Are playing pinocs v-11Ao.: to d:C.reprar?. 0.OM ... ...V 11...

5. Extra Equipmont

a. Is the came constrw.teLit :: nq t) elinr.innte the need for
(xtre ecutprent silch as ove:h.lad prrdecors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

b. If equi::ment.is nve.2ssar7, ',hat kinds?

Fr AO
Pr

Ai

--, A... NEMIN ..w, O..
CHECKSTAND is n ;ors. about huraimshin which players chose one of six families

and buy their weekly grocorien. To "in pinyere r.ust buy enough food to satisfy the

number of serving needee in -leh o of .1r1 rtni.ly food groups plus staples without

spending more the enivrat of Ironer. CriECKSTAND is v. flexible game and

can familiarize students v-V± tt:o 40u~ fool croups, nunber of servings (not size of
servings), end compari,!o 1ho7ping. Aost Aduli; Basic Education students would find
CHECKSTAND to be relativc2ly easy to nlay and uneerstnne. Gra: areas represent "danger"

items such an ci3arette, -to. teme nutritional foods such as milk,

are listee in then and this cculrl eo,tfure pla!iers.

-
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THE COMPLAINT GAME

Publisher_ Changing Times Education Service

Publication Date 1971

411 Cost $22.50 included in resource kit
Money Management and cannot be purchased
separately.

E

111111

Suggested Number of Players 8

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rulesid_

Reading Level required to play game x

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
0
m

4.)
M
.0
X
w

o
cr)

m
w
>4

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? None stated
/

b, Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
ceeup? No targeted group stated but relevant to most

:roues.
x

3. Is game !laced on real-life situations and decisions?
l x

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck? No winner.

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the gem require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
to terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

.

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to piny the game?

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game? x

.......---..
8. Flexibility

a. Can the gaw be ada,7ted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain

its educational value? --.
9. Does the gar, teach or test, i,e., can the game be played

without background learning?
I____ ....................... ......./..........

10. Mathematical Calculations

a. 'la the game constructed so as to eliminate the need

:or mathematical calculations?
,... ,..... m. ...a%

-13-
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is raquired, what calculation: are used?

o
z

4J 1

mx
0

0
m a

......._
STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aestheticalLy appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Dees it appear that student:, will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?
x

c. Can it bn played by only ore? (solitaire version) x

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision? x

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are tha rules and directions fully :explanatory of the girlie?

c. Are the rules crld directions easily understood?

d. Are socastiona made to the teacher :or summnrizing the
content learned in thn gem??

...............00..........

III
X

PHYSICAL CHNRACTEaISTICE'

1. Is the game ealy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of th2 gnmc lrsL over a period of time? (Are

Carte parts ri..:1,1- of Jumble materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negliAible upon the materials
and the v-obility of the game?)

MOMI 00.

b. In use, do the ports Funct!on well?

.0.100

x

- 14 -
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PHYSICAL

3.

.

CHARACTERISTICS - Cone
BEST COPY AMBLE

d.
o
z

od

y

Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the gagei
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

mile c I

x

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by.using a stylus.)

x

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the,game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.) A AA A

4. Consumable Materials

A. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced? r NgA
r Fin(
ANN/ A

4proximate replacement cost of consumable materials

.111141

......-

b. Could a quick substitution be.made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playing pieces urlikely to disappear?
x

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

...........

b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?
.

I r

A..........

THE COMPLAINT GAME is a role playing simulation about handling complaints. In each round

the customer may complain to only three of the six store personnel in attempting to settle

his complaint. For maximum learning students must be good at role playing since all the

dialogue and action tre created by the players. THE COMPLAINT GAEE is simply a role
playing situation and since there is no winner or actual contest, might not by our
definition.becalled.a game. .It is included in the Resource*Kit and cannot, be purchased

separately.

- 15 -
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CONSUICR

Publisher Western Publishing Company

Publication Date 1967, 1969

Cost $30.00

Suggested Number of Players 11 - 34

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8 411

Reading Level required to play game 7,3

MCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
O
z

4.4

m
.c
3
w
at

o
Cl)

U)

w

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? x
----.

x

b. Are teaching objectivec relevant to targeted student
group?

3. Is game br.aed on real-life situations and decisions?

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?
x

6. Does the gnmn require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the tim' required to play the game reasonable
in tc:ms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can the game be adapted t. different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount 02 le truing justify tlw time spent in
preparing students to play the game? x

d. Does the nrount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the ore? x

S. T1eAibilit7

a. Can the gime be arlaptcd to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value?

x

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability lciels within age groups and retain
its educaticull value?

x

9.

..

Does the game teach or test, i.e., can the game be played
without background lefirninn? x

O. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the guile constructed 30 as to eliminate the need
for msthemntical cliculetiong?

'.....",...........0101/~

- 16
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
Addition subtraction; Calculations of interest rates.

,

I

4.1

gox
0
a
S
o
to

m
a
.4

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.) x

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor? x

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with

learning? x

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?
x

b. Can all participate actively? x

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played Trithout teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directiors fully explanatory of the game?

11111111 Mil

II

x

x

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit

into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?) x

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are

game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

1111

1111
b. In use, do the parts function well?

IIIIII ----

- 17 -
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., takin.; into account that another student could

spin a spin-xr, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the gate
then be playable to the handicapped?)

--4---------

4J

w

o
ul

m
o

.

------
b. Could tha gam2 be modified for the physically handicapped?

(E.g., cards, paper.money, etc., can easily be adapted.
for blind students by using a stylus.)

.

11111111r

IIIII
r

A

r

A ArA

1111A

For

-------
c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire

version of the game, if en y? (taking into account the
modificatione suggested in 3.b.)

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?

A011

-----. ----
Approximv.e replacement cost of consumable materials
1 packet (Includes 1.-2 pcds of .%11 consumable

materials) co3E77770.
------

b. Could a quick aubstitution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing pnrtn? x

........

c. Are playing pirces unlikely to disappear?
x

5.

---

Extra Equipment

a. Is the gene constructs!.'. so a^ to eliminate the need for
,extra equipment such cs overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

rIA JA
b. If equipment !. s necessary, vhat kinds?

414

CONSUMER is a detailer! leme it which the players must decide what to purchase,
when to purchase the itema, and mnthod of payment. It requires a great. deal of teacher

preparation time end student pr3parfttion time because of its complexity. The game

teaches valuable leegonl on Installment buying, credit, and budgeting all of which are
particularly relevrnt to adult students. However, it could possibly be too involved and

difficult for some Adult Basic td. students.

- 18 -
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CONSUMER REDRESS

Publisher Changing Times Education Service

gik Publication Date.. 1971

II" Cost $62.50 (Entire Resource Unit)

(adaptation
for fewer

Suggested Number o' Players 15 + is poslible;

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules10.3

Reading Level required to play game 6.4

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
o
x

a

).

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
gr ? relevant to about any group of youth and adults.

3. Is game based on real-life situations and decisions?

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?
1111

6. Does the gene require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to play the game?

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value?

.........

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

9. Does the game teeth or test, i.e., can the game be played
without background learning?

10. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the game constructed so es to eliminate the need
for mathematical calculations?

4....... .

- 19 -
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

o

4.1

..z

00
zn

m
y
-4

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.) x

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor? x

3. Ia game constructed so competition does nut interfere with
learning? x

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

......

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version) x x

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a Are the rules and directions concise? x

b. Are the rules and directicns fully explanatory of the game? x

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?
x

d. Are suggestion3 made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? Cis it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of rime? (Are
game parts mad,: of durable materials? Uill the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be nepJigibl.e upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

b. In use, do the parts function well?
---- ---,

- 20
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont'd.

4.,

..
Z
A m

0
t.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped parson play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinners throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handica:ped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

,

so e car

x

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

x----- --
c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire

version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.) x

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?

rAPII

x

x

Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials

-----,
b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the

game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear? x
-------

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed so as to alitinate the need for
, extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip

machine, etc.?

b. If equipment is neces&ary, what kinds? Duplicating
. macine needed for copies of some forms.

. Iowa... rar
CONSUMER REDRESS is included in Consuner Law, Rights and Responsibilitieapa resource kit
for consumer education and cannot be purchased separately. The players of CONSUMER REDRESS
attempt to redress a variety of grievances and therefore learn of the many different
channels of appeal and begin to associate types of grievances with their specific
appeal channel(s). This is an excellent game which is extremely relevant and beneficial
to both youth and adults. BackgrouLd knowledge of the various agencies is very bene-
ficial to players. If students read below 6th grade level teachers can rewrite cards

411

for lower reading levels.
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Publisher Scholastic Magazine

Publication nett: 1970

Cost_ ?

CREDIT WORLD

Suggested Number of Players 2

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.9_

Reading Level required to play game 7.1

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the informal-inn accurate?

.

z
x

4J

m
.e

m
3

g
m

m

..

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?
2t

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? No targeted groep stated.

i

3. td on rea1-life situations and decisions?is
firreCflions requirea.

x

4. Does winning require knowledne rather than luck?

5. Does the game improee attitudes toward learning?
x

6. Dnea the game require higa 'levels of cognitive behavior?
q *

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)? x

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily? x

c. Does the amount of learnine justify the time c.pent in
preparing students to play the same? x

d. Does the amount of leer:ling justify the time spent in
playing the game? x

....
8.

............

Flexibility

a. Can the same be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value? x

b. Can the game content_ ')e changed to meet the needs of

different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value? x

9. Does the game tea' or est, i.e., can the game be played
without becsround learning?

O. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the game constructed eci an to eliminate the need

for mathematical calculotiphs? x

- 22 -
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
simple addition and eubetraction

o
z

4.,

a
.E

i
3
cn

e
to

.......-----

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? .(colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor? x

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams? x

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version) x

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision? ,

x

5. Rules and Directions .

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game? x

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood? x

d. Are suggestions made to the Leacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game? x

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?) x

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are
game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

b. In use, do the parts function well?
----....---.

x
-
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont'd.

13

4

v0i
0
o4

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to Lae handicapped?)

some

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

4. .Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?

rf,"
Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials
No materials are sonsumable

---

b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear?

.

5. Extra Equipment
.

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
. extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

....
x

b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?

.-----...-------

can

CREDIT WORLD is designed to teach the basic concepts and uses of credit. However, few if
any decisions are required of each player and one procedure in the game, i.e. one cash

unit .being worth 10 credit units, could lead to confusion. Also, credit units are redeemed

at the end of the game it till same rate at which they were purchased. Therefore, credit

seems not to cost anything. High school and Adult Basic Foundation students might find

this game interesting at first but might become bored since it is based on luck. The

game does provide situations'in which are presented a variety of the uses of credit buying.

-24-
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CROSSROADS

Publisher Mazin-Wycoff Co., Inc.

111
Publication Date 1971

Cost $20.00

E

4Inntemies

minimum probably 2

Suggested Number of Players no maximum

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 9.2

Reading Level required to play game 5.8

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?

4
m

w
>4

x
.........--.................

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? Not stated

b. Are teaching objectives relevan.. to targeted student
group? 112hgliglAdofrsymmegag.suitable for high x

3.. In game based on real-life situations and decisions?

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck? No winner.

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning? x

6. Dees the game require high levels of cognitive behavior? x

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)? . x

4

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to play the game? z

d. Does the arzeint of learning justify the time spent in
.playing the game? x

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value?

----

b. Can the game content oe changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value? x

9. Does the game teach or test, i.e can the game be played
without b..ckground learning?

..~...........1.

.--.,

----........1.1......

JI). Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need
for mathematical calculations?
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

4J

0
4
y

ionrn

11111111

x

i

PF

---

STUDENT INTEREST

1. IS the game cesthetienl'./ bppealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear chat students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is gamn constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Plnyers

a. Can the same be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Ce.a all parti-Apeto actively?

c, Can it be 1):Ayee by only one? (solitaire version)
---__-_--

d. Can the ;at a 1.)-2 7,layed without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directicat,

a. Are the rule.; nr.d directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. ?re the rules rnd flreztions easily understood?
_-_- --_-- ----

d. Are suFgestles trlde to the teacher for summarizing the
content learo-24 in the game?

x .-----
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinit:., dre!'ers, shelvcs, or other areas accessible
to the classrcqm teacher?)- -----

2, Use and Durabilit!,

a. Will partr of t1-.:: game last over a period of time? (Are
game partr made of Jurabin materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, ar... huridity be negligible upon the materials
and the Jvabilj_ty or ;Jr game?)

..........11/................. /MO ...Ye. W ...100

b. In use, do the ry;rtt iuncc.ion well?
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

PHYSICAL CHARACTMISTICS - Coned. z
0

4,

0
00
w

M

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a cpinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

come

x

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
i;r blind students by using a stylus.)-

c. Comte a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version ,f the game, if any? (taking into account the
mo&acationo suggestea in 3.b.)....... - x

4. Conr.t=lble ntevials

a. Aro trnIumeblo materials inexpensively replaced?

.

I//

1

A:,,roximate replacement cost of consumable materials

......

......--

b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the
crrre if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missin7 parts?

.

x
c. :\ra playins pieces unlikely to disappear?

5. Extra ...q.J.i-om.,nt

a. in the -,,arre constructed so as to eliminate the need for
, ertrn c- uipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip

mlchins, ntc.?
x

b. If :1111.!).Tcni; is necessary, what kinds? Qverhead projector

........-.........

an

CROSSEC2MS 1.1 included in the unit "Priorities, Decisions, Security'which also contains a
teacher guio.e, two filmstrips, and a record. Players simulating high school students make
decicicno cl-ncerning their future work, further education, or other goals. Throughout the
soma playars :11kIng decisions so as to reach their choice of the set of six goals
avairtble. At snveral points in the game, players have two to four options some of which
might s., to 1and to unreasonable consequences. This aspect may limit usefulness
And renlin7r. of game. CROSSROADS could be useful to students of varying ages in
teaching, th,m daision making, goal attainment, etc.
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Dirty Water

Publisher Urban Systems Inc.

Publication Date

Cost $10.00

1970
MON,

Suggested Number of Players 2-4

*see Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.1 411

Reading Level required to play game_7.3

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information nccurate?

m

3

m
w

x

2. 0bject.vea

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

b.. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? 411;eargeted group stated but suitable for most

3. Is game based on real-life situations and decisismis?

4. Doss winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the titan require high lwels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of norral classroom periods (40 min.)? x

b. Can the gee be adepted to different time limits easily?
t

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to piny the game?

x

d. Does the amount of loarning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and ret%in its educational value? x

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value? x

0...0.4
9. Does the game tearb er test, i.e., can the game he played

without background 1;:nrning?

.0. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the game conszru2te0 SQ an to eliminate the need
for mathematicel cllculations?

worr... x 1
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,DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

additical_substrnction

o

4.,

m

t
S
a

r.f)
to

>4

;TUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthet!eally appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that ,tudents 17111 remain actively involved and

motivated without 1.rodding or encouragement by instructor? x

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with

learning? x

d+. Number of Players

a. Can the ga-Tie be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the gave be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a, Are the rules and directions concise? x

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game? x

c. Are the ..-ules and directions ensily understood? x

d. Are ruggeotions rnde to the teacher for summarizing the

content learned in the Fame?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit

into file cabi-..v.:s, drawc7G, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the classroom teacher ?)

2. Use and Durability

a. Will par. to of the rme last over a period of time? (Are

game parts tr.de of durable materials? Will the effect of

heat, col(:, and homidfty be negligible upon the materials

and the ussbilitA; of the game?)

b. In use, do the narti 'function well?
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1

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.

3. Physically Handicepped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

W
00
La

M
a
ro4

/ so e cal

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

x
c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire

version of tha game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications auglested in 3.b.)

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?
=MEP. OA !

AIMMIM

Approximate replacement cost of .consumable materials
No con-...-lble materials.

r I 'NV

Arid+N. IMMEO.

b. Could a quick cubatitutIm be made for each part of the
game if the recd waald arise? Or can the game be played
with missing partE.'

.... wow.,
c. Are playing pin ceb unlikely to asappear?

x... ...........---.
5. Extra Equip2nt

a. :s thn game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
. extra egaipment ,;aah as overt-lad projectors, filmstrip

machine, etc.?
MMbr '......

OF

A
F

A Ar
Itir

..
b. If equipmsnt is racassary, what ki-ids?

101...1 .....R

....1111.' ....=011rimIMP
DIRTY WATER is designo6 to fnmliarine players with the problems of water pollution. Players
assume the role of Co7nissiouer of Water Pcllution and must avoid pollution thus enabling them
to stock their take with plants and fish. Players must man age finances, try to avoid over-
population of plants and nn rut anticipate pollution of their lakes and pollution from
neighboring lakes upstream. Morn luck is involved in the winning of the game than decision
making or knowledge. However, people interested in pollution 'mild find it fun to play and
gain some understanding of the' difficulties in the control of ester pollution. DIRTY WATER
is related to consumer aduzetion in that consumer decisions affect water pollution.
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ECOLOGY

Publisher Urban Systems, Inc.

Publication Date 1970

Cost $10.00

Suggested Number of Players 2-4

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 5.6

Reading Level required to play game 8.0

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the infozmation accurate?
x

to.
04

2.
.

Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? x .

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? Unsure of teaching objectives.

.

3: Is game based on real-life situations and decisions? x

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck? x

5. Does the game inprove attitudes toward learning? x

6. Does the gnue require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)? . x

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing stulents to play the game? x

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

4....

it

8.

-----------,----------....
Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value?

b. Can the game contlat be chrAnged to meet the needs of,
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

9. Does the game tesh or test, i.e., can the game be played
without bcckgrciAd learning?

LO.

..

Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need
for mathematical calculations? x
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

---Additut.t.Q.rl

o

4J
I

m
,0
3
a

g
m
w
a-i

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.) x

2. Does it appear thrt students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with

learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participti:e actively?

c. Can it be ploved by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played T7ithout teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a, Are the rule, n.nd directions conc:se? .

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game? x
011111Or

c. Arc the rtfler, n,,d directions easily understood? 1x

..........

d. Are sugqestionc trade to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the same?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTIf,S

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drat/ers, shelw:s, or other areas accessible

to the classroom teacher:) x

2, Use and Durabilit.;

a, Will parts of the rwc last over a period of time? (Are

game partF made of durable materials? Will the effect of

heat, cold, end humtdity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability ci the game?)

......

b. In use, do the parts funcrion well?
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.
o
x

4.4
M

t
4

En

co

4
w

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spianer, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

1

so e Cfl

x

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

.

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.) x

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively ieplaced?

Ill Ai/Or

/ded AA
Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials

b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear?
-------

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the gave constructed so as to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

If equipment is necessary, what kinds?AOb.

Ia A Ail, A....... ........__________

ECOLOGY is a game in which players "try to achieve a balance between man's activities
and the natural environment. while advancing through the four Ages of Development;
Hunting, Agricultural, Industrial, and Envitonmental;" The game requires only luck and
no knowledge in winning; thus,the players have little or no control over situations.

In general, the game seems to be primarily for entertainment and/or consciousness raising.
Its relaticn to consumer education is that consumer decisiong can affect the environment.
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Economic Systfm

Publisher Western Publishing Company

Publication Date 1965, 1969

Cost $25.00

Suggested Number of Players 15

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules10.2

Reading Level required to play game 9.1

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?

----------

o
x

4
M
4

0
0
m

w
co

..

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? x

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
reffn7 No targeted group is.stated but seems geared

gr--1 for higher academic ability students---
3. Is game based on real-life :situations and decisions?

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck? x

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the gem require nigh levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can thn game be adapted to different time limits easily? x

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
t)reparin3 ntudenta to play the game?

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

R. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain !ts educational value?

.....-----.......

b. Can the vine conteeit be changed to meet the needs of

different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational va..ue?

9. Does the game teach or test, i.e., can the game be played
without backgroenr4 lc.,rrirg?

.0. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is r..t1 lame CengtrlICtPd so as to eliminate the need
fo mathematical calculations? x
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
addition subtraction

0
z

4.,

m
,c

a

g
cn

m
a
>-1

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

i

x

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor:

--, -..
x

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with

learning?

V

x

-

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams? x

b. Can all participate actively?
. x

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version) x

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision? x
.

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise? x

.

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?
.

x

c. Are the rules and Ci_etions easily understood?

.

x

4

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

.

x,
,

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit

into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the classroom teacher?)
.

x
.....--

2. Use and Durability

a. LAI parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are

game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of

heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

..- -

x

b. In use, do the parts function well?
........---......--.

x
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont'd.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

z

4J
M

W
0
0
con

W
w

so e c:

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

.1,

AO

r

fr

x

A011111

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?
--. x

III
Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials
s:orei.acket(, sheets and 2 pads price charts)

Or

Ai

F
T

A.
$2122ayments must accor.pany orders of-less than

.

b. Could a quick substl.tution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?

x

c. Are playing pieces unlr,ely to disappear?-------
5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed so Ks to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such AS overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.? x

b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?
.

A

r

Ail..............--

ECONOMIC SYSTEM "simulates the interrelatlonships 'IC a competitive econotic system."
According to publishers students can learn such concepts as the "interdependence of the
various economic roles in a society and the fExt: that the value of money depends entirely
on the prices of goods and labor." Players assume one of the three roles of worker,
manufacturer, and farmer. In each of tne six rounds of play each player must make de-
cisions on production, marketing, Pnd consumption in order to gain the most satisfaction
points. The object_ i3 to satisfy one's needs for food and manufactured goods by consuming
them. Thus, no satisfaction points r.re given for having money. ECONOMIC SYSTEM is a
complex game for both youth and 3dultr and involves working with charts. Also, it involv0411
a great deal of tirm, for both preraration and play. The game seems to be geared for higher
lEvel students. More con.plex verstqns or. the game are suggested.

111,.
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ENTERPRISE

Publisher Interact Company

Publication Date 1972

Cost $10.00

E

alm.11.

Ira

no maximum

Suggested Number cf Players minium probably 32
*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules11.3

Reading Level required to play game9-1

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
0
x

4
pc
)
w
g
o
m

w

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student

group?gou? lithaftg iNgi giaWdlacsttoir for studentsdents .

3. Is game based on real-life situations and decisions?

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the govn require high levels of cognitive behavior?
4

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)? x

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily? x
.

c. Does the amount of learning jus,.:ify the time spent in
preparing students to play the game? x

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
Age groups and retain its educational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

x

-----------4------
9. Does the game teach or test, i.e., can the game be played

without background learning?

.0. Mathematical Calculations

a, Is the game constructed so is to eliminate the need
for mathematical calculations?

......^..................'....".....'"'...".........................

x
.9..........0
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
add, subtract, multiplication

STUDENT INTEREST

0 0
cn

1. Is the game aestheti(1"ly appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)
1111011111M 1.-111.F

2. Does it appear that :students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so ccmpetition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?
IMI11,1

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played without. teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a, Are the rules and directions concise?=aw
b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

-.....e........
c. Are the rules and directions lasily understood?

d. Are suggestions rade to the teacher for summarizing the
conter: learned in the game':

111111

PHYSICAL CMRACTERISTICS

...

1. Is the game easy to store? (TS it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, (traw2rs, s'ielvJs, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use and Durabiltty

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of Lime? (Are

game parts made Jf durable rraterinis? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usabiliP_y of the FamP?)

b. In use, d.1 ni9.ry ;:unction well?
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont' c!,
0

4J
M

A
M
0

00
m
e

3. Physically Handicapped (Blinds Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., takinG into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw And/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped ?)

some cal

x

b. Could the Come be redified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, pepr money, etc., can easily be adapted

.

for blind students by esine a stylus.)
. x--..------

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of tha game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

ftab .YMONIBNim,ma

x
MD. IIMI

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable rateriels inexpensively replaced?
x-- - --

Approxirate replecemert cost of consumable materials
Consumable materpls may be reproduced.

-M.Nimd. .I 7111M0..1
b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the

game if the need meld arise? Or can the game be played
with missire, pe.rts

. x-- --
c. Are playing pieces urlikeiy to disappear?

x
5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the came constructed 30 43 to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such an overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

x--- _-_--
b. If equipment is eacessr,ry, what kinds? duplicating

machine needed !:or consuenble meterials. --
ENTERPRISE is a complex simelatiun about money and enterprise and. takes approximately
3 1/2 weeks to connllt-_,. 31ludentn are divtded into the groups of Politicians, Brokers,
Bankers, Businessmen, Connumers, and Poor and each player interacts within their groups
and with another groups in qttcmy)ting to gain the most capital. Students with higher
levels of adaderitc "raid !)onaai: most from ENTERPRISE due to its complexity.
It is especially suited foe clnssee of Economics, Social Studies, and American Government.
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FAMIL" DECISIONS

Publisher Washington State University

Publication Date n.d.

Cost $6.00

Suggested Number of Players 6-24

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 6.8

Reading Level required to play game 6 8

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?

4.J

m

w

co

H

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group?

3.' Is game based on real-lift! situations and decisions?

4. rempis4ulavledge rather than luck? No winner
Rae IkrroiwrilneWhl

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the gnme require high levels of cognitive behavior?
IIIIIIIIIIIII

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to play the game? x

d. Does the amount cf learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age group,: and retnin its educational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educatl_onal value?

9. Does the game teach or -est, i.e., can the game be played
without bachgroun learni.n3? x

0. Mathematical Calculations

A. is the game ccnr,.rucced so as to eliminate the need
for mathematical calc.Jlations?

----,--,-
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BEM COPY AMIABLE

EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, whit calculations are used?

o
.-7

A A

.4,

m ,

_____......... _______ .._
STUDENT INTEREST

1.. Is the game aeothetically a?pealin3? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that otudenta will remain actively involved and
motivated without proddins or enc:mragement by instructor?'

3. Is game constructed co corrItition does not interfere with

learning?

*4. Number of Player:,

Li. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?
............

b. Can all. p:rticipatc Jctively?
.............."... ,....11

c. Can it be pl:.ycd by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the grm b' pioyed "ithout tenchet supervision?

5. Rules and Directionc

a. Are the Tuler tnd directiono concise?

b. Are the rules and d:rectionn fully explanatory of the game?
1111

c. Are thn rulea nnd diructions er.sily understood?
1111.......-----;.......----.......

d. Are sugsostionn mnCo to the tnacher 2o rummariaing the
content lenrned in th or.-m?

PHYSICAL ClIA2ACTET.ISTICS

1. Is the game enc.; to Itcr.?.? (In 1.t self-contained? Can it fit

into file cnbinetc, (110-1: 'IrJvarl, or other areas accessible

to the clannroon teach' r ?)
.

x

2. Use and Durtbility

a. Will parts of thr p:mmi ilt ovnr a period of time? (Are

game part- ands ci7 ("t11:r.b!n. Titerials? Will the effect of

heat, cold. nn0 hunUity b' nnslt'zlible upon the materials

and the urlbOity of tilt, sinr1?)

_

r.O............0.....0.4. Ims.lwa..........

b. In use do the partn function well?
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PHYSICAL CHARACTER1TriCS -- Cont'(:.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could n physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, thr.-4 and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if nocessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?).........I.N........

0
z

4J

W
4

0
0
m

m

o-4

so e c

b. Could the game be modified fo..: the physically handicapped?
(E.g., carda; papal: money, etc., cru easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the ;acne, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.) x

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?---------___

.

Approximaae replacement cost of consumable materials
Consumable matcritls may be duplicated.

,......_

0'
r

b. Could a quick substitution be roads for each part of the
game if the meet' ,qauld arise? Or can the game be played
with missinn parts?

i
x

I

c. Are playina pl.eces unlikely to lisappear?

S. Extra Equipment

a. In the game cenitmcted so as yo eliminate the need for
e:%ra cluip7ew: surl% as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, szc.?

b. If. equips nt J.s necessAry, what kinds?

----

FAMILY DECISIONS is o. sinulation in o2 players make decisions for the family they are

simulating. Four family proLiinl ere given, each representing a different income level

ranging from povr!rty level to !,igh income Level. For each decision to be made, several

possible alterneti,,es and their outcomes are presented. Also given is the probability

of each outcome (in percentages) and its satlsfaction score. This simulation can be of

great value for yontl. or adult rtudentr 1r eecirion making and can be interesting to play

as well. A major d7rwback far me Te would 'oe O number of pages that have.to be read
during the playin',, Simulutton. PoTcver, it La nossible for the telcher to conduct
the entire simu?.ptiin, uhus dmost al". of the reading himself. Interaction between
players is needel. maxim= learning.
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Publisher Washington State University

Publication Date n.d.

Cost 85e

FOOD - 0

Suggested Number of players 2-15
*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules6.0

Reading Level required to play game x

-,

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
0
z

4
m4
0
al

o
to

co

co

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? not stated
_

b. Are teaching objectives, relevant to targeted student
group? No targeted group stated

3. Is slAmm basod.oa real-life situations and decisions?
.`o actual decision

x

4. Uces winning require knowledge rather than luck?
x

5. Does the game tmpcove attitudes toward learning?
x

6. Does the !raw require high levels of cognitive behavior?
x

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)? x

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily? x

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to 4ty the game? x

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game? x

B. Flexibility

a. Can the tire be tdapted to appeal to different
age groups rnd retain its educational value?

x

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
differert chilli', levels within age groups and retain
its educatioesl -;clue?

x

9. Dues the game tench or test, i.e can the game be played
without bachgroltnd leyrn'..rg? x

.0, Mathematical Cal,:o1,.ions

a. Is the game constroc:td so ra to eJiminate the need
for vIthetratic,',1 calculation:!? x

- /1.3 -
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

o

/

4J

x
w
0
o

..

m
w
>-

.
..

//_______
_.....- _-----

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aestheticaAy ap?elling? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear tha. 3tm:ents will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the gran be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate .ictively?

c. Can It be n4.yed by onl,y one (sDlitaire version)
t,lacaersmsn, devise L version Out none stated

d. Can the game be played vdthout teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Dir,.xcions

a, Are the ruh's and directions concise?

b. Are thP rnlea and dir-2etionr fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are therules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggesLinns made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned ',..ri The game?

-______ -------

PHYSICAL CRARITTERTSTICS

1. Is the gar-:. et:15, to Itere? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file c.lbinetl, draTers, sh'21ves, or other areas accessible

to the clr.sr.room tescher?) .-- --
2, Use and Durability

a, Will plrts of the paw? '.ast over a period of time? (Are

game prt-f; f"14 0: dur2!)1e ,raterials? 1'111 i-he effect of

heat, cold, :!tid 1:11-lidty bn negligible upon the materials

and the ur:;ability of the game?)

1

x

b. In use, do the pats funioo -,,c11?
--- .1 1j
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COPT M2511

PHYSICAL CPARACTERIVTICS - Co: t'

3. Physically Naedice?ped (Mind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., takin3 into ce:count that another student could
spin a spinner, threzi and/or :end dice, MOve tokens, etc.,
for the handcapped person if necessary, would the same
then be playable .o tha handicapped?)

MIIMOMM110.=.11. mwmMll

0

some can

lc

b. Could the grmo be rodificd for the physically handicapped?
(E.g.t cards, pepee .loney, etc., can easely be adapted
for blind stuclonie: by eeirg otylus.)

EIME0=Mom.

-WM 0101==. 11110=0.=====..

x

c. Could a physically linedicapped person play the oolitaire
version of the genie, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suss: need in 3.b.)

010.011.010=Ta .11111.01110M.0 e Imo

4. Consumable ateriels

x

a. Are ccrseenblc neeeriels inexpensively replaced?
No instrentionr c i v. n concerning consumable materials.

Approximate replece.lent cost of consurable materials

Imam. 1.1101.

mI me mow mal10 mem.M.we .10

.mm=11=Ima-Imola 0.0=== Mo.

b. Could e substitution be made for each part of the
game If ne need 'mete. eriee? Or cen the game be played
with r!.resine pnres.;

omo. mow =a= ....=Imemmoommt.
x

c. Are playre Irleteee nlikely to disappear?

5. Extra Eceipmeee

x

A. Is the etre ?. conettuc::od so es to elininete the need for

extre eeuireent such as cr!erhoed projectors, filmstrip
mrchin-, etc.i

b. If cquipllent le necessary, what ;-Arch.?

momMIM....amt 0111000 =.000=r =m-Imasmoma===ammlmina

x

FOOD - 0 it n hinc'c prnc bnsed the eaily four food groups. If a player has anumbere4

square on his crr6 r:o.;7res7:ne.4.ng to the number drawn, he murt write in the name of a food

in that pnrticuer foorl. e,rcp. To win, one munt fill squares across or down with foods

and their food !--)...c-Ips coreect".y correspording. Variations for playing are included in

instruction.; The Lee.:, 1r 7-7f eimplc for both teachers and students and could be of

value to the icest -eehis:e4.ceted Adult Basic. l:ducation students or young children in help-

ing them identtfy the bnpc food grouee. Mere able students would soon get bored.

Three servIngs ineicnted but this in Leedee for e ildren. Thus, this might

have to t.1 rdapted to r'Aff,ln,lit Pfr groups. The number of servings 02 milk might need to

be adjuotee to the ;roue pl.eyine 01.1 vire.
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HUMPTY DUMPTY

Publisher Washington State University

Publication Date Unknown

Cost 35C

Suggested Number of Players_ 5

*See Student Interest , question 4

Reading Level required to read rules4.7

Reading Level required to play game 5.4

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is t.te information accurate?
0
z

m
.0
3

0
cu

o
En

m
QJ

-.

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? None stated.

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student

group? No targeted group indicated.

3. Is game based on real-life situations and decisions? x

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck? x

5. Does The game improve attitudes toward learning? x

6. Does the gam -ceruire high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the tima required to play the grime reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

x

b. Can the air be adnpted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the im-,lunt o; learning justify the time spent in
preparing stnonnt-:: co clay the game? x

d. Does the nrount of lenrning justify the time spent in
playing the game? x

8. nexibility

a. Can the gaxr! he adapted to appeal to different
age groups end retain !_t3 educational value?

b. Can the game content he changed to meet the needs of

different ability eves vithin age groups and retain
its educational veque? x

.....................

9. Does the game tench or test, i.e., can the game be played

without backgrou:. learning? X
-------.--......

X

10. Mathematical Calculrtionq

a, Is the P,EMC ccnst:ructe0 so RU co eliminate the need

for mativ!mAtical cetcutations?
......



EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

STUDENT INTEREST

,=111... -
1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by int,:ructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuhis and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one (solitaire version),....111MIT
d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a, Are the rules and directions concise?

03

rn

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Aro suggestions made to Lhe teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the f;amp? M

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to stcre? (Is it seir-concained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom, teacher?)

2. Use and Durability

Will parts of the game last over a period of rime? (Are
game parts made of durable miterials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity he negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

b. In use, do the parlls function

- 47 ...
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont'd.

us

w
0

v)

m
m
>4

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

some

x
----

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

x
c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire

version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

---
4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?
.

Pr
f h----

Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials

-- _

b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with mi,;81.ng parts?

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear?
--------------

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed s-, as to eliminate the need for
. extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?
Or

ill

of

them

RUMMY DUMPTY is a game about eggs in the form of a ten piece jigsaw puzzle. In essence,
it is a multiple choice game of ten questions with each question having two possible
answers. To win, n player must choose the correct answers (which are written on the
puzzle pieces) and his ten puzzle pieces will then form an egg. The ten questions touch
upon basic facts about st.orage, cooking, protein, grading, and use of eggs. The information
to be learned would be beneficial to adults but the puzzle form of an egg may seem too
elementary to SOM.
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BEST COPY POE INFLATION

Publisher Paul S. Amidon rind Associates

411 Publication Date 1972

Cost $15.00

E

no maximum

Suggested Number of Players minimum 5
*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 10.5

Reading Level required to play game 9.7_

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate? z

C4

S
o
m

m
m
>-,

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objecttves clear?

b. Are teaching objectives reln,yant to targeted student
group?

3. Is game based nn rcal-lifc pituations and decisions?

'///.///

x

Pr A
n....

4. Does winning =quire knc-,,ledge rather than luck?
No winner

5. Does the gam 7ireme nttitudes toward learning? MI--____
6. Does the garn re wire high le7els of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the tirn 7!enuired to play the game reasonable
in termq rq normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can tLe ;ae be ndap:ed to different time limits easily? X4--
c. Does the aneunt of learning justify the time spent in

preparirs student-; to play the game?

d. DOC3 the aveltw: of lenrning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

---__
8. Flexibility

a. Can the vire he edapted to appeal to different
age grou7r ere: retain its educational value?--

b. Can the gruiv. coltent be changed to meet the needs of

different ability levels within age groups and retain
i.ts educatnnal ralee?

x

9. Does the :;acre tencc. of rest, i.e., can the game be played
without backgrcAnd .earning?

___- =8.=400 *041...".

LO. Mathematical Calculntirns

a. Is the r,alao on:tructnd PC on to elimLeate the nee.1
lx

for TO1-11rniCAI ,'P1 .010t1On?
..... ....... ......

i



EDUCATIONAL POS3TEILITIES - Con'd.

b. If marh LI required, what calculations are used?

STUDENT INTEREST

=M

1. Is the gar^ Lesthicr...,Ly app(Aling? (colors, artwork, etc.)

rM

2. Does it app -'1r that tudants will remain actively involved and
motivated withcut ;)roddiug nr encouragement by instructor?

---------
3. Is game const,:ucte6 so compel:it:1,m does not interfere with

learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Cr a Cue g::-Ic be pl:yed by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all 7xticirate actively?

c. Can it plf...y2c: by only' one? (aolitaixe version)

d. Can th,J ^nr^. 71av2d ,qithout teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Diroct!.

a Are the -uic-21 cencise?

b. Are ch' ul r. l dir.2c-jors explanatory of the game?

c, Are tlen :Id esily understood?

d. Nre intdc to th^ teacher for summarizing the
content lf:Arred t'1.- src:?

PHYSICAL CPAP12,TICI.

1. Is thc gnu! '1.37 to :74,:o2? Tic it self - contained? Can it fit
into file cahi.net.;, shclves, or other areas accessible
to the cl::.ss1::,rm tnacli:?)

2. Use .1.nd Du;-h11. .ty

a. Will -tn ni thr L.^re last over n period of time? (Are

L;nm:' ,rtz.;:s cT durable mnterinln? Will the effect of

heat, o.1d hoT.Idil:y be negligible upon the materials

aryl, the u!.:11A4'Ly cat thQ :7art-?.?)

b. in us(_', cf-) ti'' parc:. l'urction well?
0-011
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PHYSICAL CHARACTFRISTICS - Cont'd.

4.!
M
.4
3
0
co
0

0
04

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(1.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

---------------

Some

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

Fr

AA

rer
r

A

F
Ali

ir

A

A

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexnensively replaced?

Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials

.......---.....--

b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the gene be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disapperri------.- x-
5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed so as to elimirate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filrstrip
machine, etc.?

r

Aidii AhAi
b. If equipment is necessary, 'ghat kinds?

......--- ........

INFLATION is a simulation in which students role play characters in a variety of
roles in the economy. Different groups of players attempt to persuade the government
to take the action against inflation best suited for thier purpcies. The simulation
requires a substantial crount of reading end group interaction for maxir'um learnir.j.
Some youth and adults might find this simulation too technical and difficult to hold
interest.
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LINGO

Publisher Colorforms, Inc.

Publ;cation Date n.d.; new packaging,

317-677073---CostILILLILILinjuly 1973

E

Suggested Number of Players
*Sec Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 4.2

Reading Level required to play game 1-2
(only teacher reads the cards)

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?

MeMmaIsEN

0
Z

4J

m
A
0

0
o
m

w
m

>1

0...

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?
"1.1WW=IN

x

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? x

3. Is game based on real-life situations and decisions?

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the gam improve attitudes toward learning?
_.-----

6. Does the gam2 requi_e high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the tire required to play the game reasonable
in tervl oc. normal classroom periods (40 min.)? x

b. Can the gam be adopted to different time limits easily?

c. Dees the arminl: of learning justify the time spent in
preparing stuePnts to play the game?

o. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

Flexibility

a. Can ..he genie be adapted to app to different
age groups and retain its educa -onal value? x

b. Can the game content he changer to meet' the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value? --

9. Does the game tlach or test, i.e., can the game be played
without blckgreun% learnin!?? x

------------------ ____. _______._-_.-

.0. Mathematical Calculations

a. is Coe game ,:onstructeo so es to eliminate the need
for matlerqti.cal calculations?

___....------..
x
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

o

4.J

vs

3
,IJ

n
0

0
w

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed PO competition does not interfere with
learning? x

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c, Can it be played by roily one ',solitaire version) x

d. Can the game be playr!d without teacher supervision? x

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions. fully explanatory of the game?

c, Are the rut's and (A.rections easily understooS?

d. Are suggest4.ens vide to the teacher for summarizing the

content learnd 1-1 the uime? x

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cab::.zets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts or the game last over s period of time? (Are

game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negliiible upon the materials
and the usability o:: the game?)

b, In use, do the past!. .:unction yell:
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS --
0

Cont' d,

4J
M4
3
0
0
v)

M

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or real: dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to .1..e handicapped?)

some

x

b. Could the gave be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.) x

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the gaLa, 12 any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

pr

(AlOgr
1111111r/

r/.
4. Consumable Naterialn

a. Are consumable nntexials inexpensively replaced?

Approximate rep?.acement cost of consumable materials

0/---

b. Could a quick oubstitution be made for each part of the
game if the need woule arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts? x

c. Are playins.pieces unlikely to disappear?
4.0. 10.e....Mour

5. Extra Evipment

a. Is the game constructed so es to eliminate the need for
. extra equipment such es overhand projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

x

b. If equipment is race Pay, what kinds?
r

V

.., .._ _....

"LINGO is a gams
meat." It is in
worldwide foods.
game is targeted

about foods: dairy products, fruits, legumes, vegetables, grains, and
the form of a Kngo game and its purpose is merely to teach names of
T1 name of each food is in English, French, and Spanish. Since this
to your; children, it will probably seem too simple for adult students.
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BEST COFY VkNUE MANAGING YOUR MONEY

Publisher CUNA Mutual Irsulloce Society

Publication Date 1969, L. 0

Cost

1

$5.00

Suggested Number of Players 2-6
*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 7.7

Reading Level required to play game 8.8

JUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
O4
x

4J

m
.c
3

0
a,

0
W

m
a4

2, Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

b, Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group?

3, Is game based on real-life situations and decisions?

1111111

1111

x

1
x

x

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the game require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7, Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to play the game?

_------

d.. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value?

11111111111
b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of

different ability levels ,.:ithin age groups and retain
its educatimal vnlue? x

9. Does the game teach or 'ost, 1,e., can the game be played
without backgreurd lenrntng?

D. mathematical Calculatiov5

a. Is the game cons,r.!eted sa ns to eliminate the need
for mfithematical calculatior,,?
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned,

b. If math is required, what calculations Are used?
Addition, subtraction

0
z

4J

cox
w

o
m

m
w
r

..

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Ccn all participate actively? x

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be pleyed without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a, Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the fime?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggesttons made to the teacher for summarizing the
content lenrned in the ga-xe?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Ts it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom Leacher?)

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are
game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, Lold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability rf the game?)

b. In use, do the parts function well?
.1____I
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PHYSICAL. CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking intc account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

.

.1

4.J

4

m
Cl)

m
>4

,

some

x

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.),c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

i ii

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced? ?

Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials
No instructions given as to replacement of rr.
consumable materials.

b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the
game 11 the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts? x

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear?
x

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed no as to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

b. If equipment is uecessarv, what kinds?

i A

MANAGING YOUR MONEY requires students to select c. vocation, repay a set laon, and save

a set amount of money. The game focuses on insurance and credit unions. It includes

five types of insurance and players learn that insurance policies, although they cost
money, can save cne mon-y in thr, long run. Chance rather than knowledge is the major

factor in the pitying and winning of the game. Therefore, the title of the game is
misleading since players have no choices or decisions in the actual management of money.
Th.! game has some procedure which might lead players to make inaccurate generalizations.

0 For example, salaries are collect,W at the :edit Union office and teachers can upgrade

themselves at a technIcn1 school.
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Publisher Benefic Press

MARKET

(Included in the Unit ECONOMIC MAN) (fewer can

Suggested Number of Players 18-40 play)

Publication Date 1971

Cost $64.CO (ges.1 only)

$77747re-a-FiTiiiint that includes

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 7.9

Reading Level required to play game 7.4

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. In the information accurate?
0
Z

4.J

03

3

E
o
m
x

m
w

2. Objecti.vls

a. Are teaching objectives clear?
x

b. Are tencliing objectives relevant to targeted student
group?

3. Is gam based on real-life situations and decisions?
x

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck? x

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning? x

6. Doea the f;eme require high levels of cognitive behavior? x

7. Time

a. In t'7._ time required to play the game reasonable
tr. terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can th. game be adapted to different time limits easily? x

c. Doe:- the amount of learning justify the time spent in
pr2paring students to play the game?

d. Dc!-I the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playinr; the Tame? x

8. Flexl.bllity

n. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
nge groups and retain its educational value? x

b. Can the game content he changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value? x

...=......^.............
9. Doe S the :ore teach or rest, i.e., can the game he played

vithout ;)sckgrrund learning?

.

x

LO,, MischemItical Calculations

a. Is the Name constructed so as to eliminate the need
for V"ItileM9tica[ calculations?

I
.........._ ....,
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
Addition, subtraction, multiplication

o

4.1

m
.c

m
w
>-

STUDENT INTEREST

I. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear tll students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with

learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise? X

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the classroom teachc_ir?)

2, Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are

game parts mide A durable materials? Will the effect of

heat, cold, and hunidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

b. In use, do the ,arts function well?
--.
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS -- Cont'd.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could , physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., tck!_ng into account that another student could
spin a ipiuner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the hdicapped arson if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

2:

W
0
4
P;4

W
0
0
to

0

b. Could th..1 same he modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.3._ cacds, paper money, etc., sil easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stYl_.)

--b.-- ..-

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)/-

4. Consumable Eaterials

a. Arn consumeble materials inexpensively replaced?
------

-

Appre::illee leplacemcnt coat of consumable materials
May dunlicetc, consumable materials. Y

Ail
b. Coul6 a qicl: substitution be made for each part of the

game if die neee would arise? Or can the game be played
W.th mi:-sin!l. partsi

x

c. Are play:ir pieces unlikely to diseppear? x

5. Extra Equirlent

a. Is the genie :unetructad so 13 to eliminate the need for
extra couip-,nnt sue' cs overhead projectors, filmstrip
mac:Klee, e'.a.? x

b. If eqeipTent is eecessory, what kinds?

AiAr Aii
MARKET is A cimultio% in Which players can learn to understand the economic principles of
supply and demene. Players ere either consumers or retailers. Consumers must plan a menu,
estimate th. prices, and buy the foods from the retailers. Retailers are in
ccrnpetition with one Another And must set prices and attempt to draw the consumers to their
business and 7-''e 7r0fLt. Soma confusion may result because no amounts are indicated
1.r ,aey 'ced and prices me)/ represent different quantities. For example, raw potatoes
@.25, potnto 3aloo @ .35, nue french fries @ .20 each represe:it two servings on the board.
Questions miblv; be -.1.-)n° PO tn why all meals must have meat, potatoes, and dessert, for

Pfle bre,d yrs never lecluded. In general the game not only provides the atmosphere
for learning supply -nd dcmnne, but helps the consumers in comparison shopping. This latter.
aspect would nerhne5.1 be the most beneficial. to Adult Basic Education students.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE THE NUTRITION CAME

Publisher G:aphics Co.

Publication Date 1972

Cost
$9.95 postpaid. (If purchased

with one co73ro-r=Calorie Game,
$18.75)

Suggested Number of Players 2-4

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules9.4

Reading Level required to play game x

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the infortrAtion accurate?

A

0
z

It

%4
w
s
o
cr)

or

co

>4

x
2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

,

x

b. Are teachiag objectives relevant to targeted student
.

group? No targeted c;roup stated but suitable for
children cr: adults.

3: Is game based on roil -lifa situations and decisions?
-.-

x

4. Does winning reluire knoNledge rather than luck?
x

5. Does the car- im?reve -.ttitudes toward learning?
x

6. Does the gnu requlrc high levels of cognitive behavior? x x

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of neruel classroom periods (40 min.)?

.

X

b. Can th^. Ev.m.-- be ndnpted to different time limits easily? x

c. Doe the r. ;suit of learring justify the time spent in
preparing stfld71t3 to play the game? x

d. Does the atrouut of lerning justify the time spent in
playing, the game? x

8. Plexibilit:

a. Can the E,:tro be n&;:tnd to nppeal to different
age grounc nr-] rot-'in if: educational value?

b. Can the garno content '-:e changed to meet the needs of

different :-ilit,,' 1.2-21n within age groups and retain
its educaticnnl 1,11,A

X

9. Does the gene trqich or tes',, i.e., can the game be played
without ',/lct.;rc-J:1( 1:,-Irling? x

[O. Matheriticat Onlculienb

a. Is Lho gao crinsLruet,..1d so as to eliminate the need
for ratherntic-1 cnk,201ations? . x

--.
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
Subtract?on, Addition (Banker must make change)

o

m

rl.)

H
p
rn

i

m
a
.

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that 5cudents will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

de Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directi.ons

a, Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned ;n the gaT9?

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

I. Is the game 2asy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

---------

x

2. Use and Durability

a, W1.1. parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are
game parts made of durable materials? 1.qi11 the effort of
heat, cold, and humidity he negligible upon the materials
and the usabiliLy of the gime?) i

i

1

x

b. In use, do the pares function w(dt? I

x
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BEST COPY AUCLE

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cone d. 0

W
H

m
W

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

r) Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, thre..7 ane/ot read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to tie handicapped?)

.

$ome

---------..
b. Could the gr.me be vodlfiee, for the physically handicapped?

(E.g., cards, paper ,lcney, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by '.sing a stylus.)

c. Could a physically handicnpped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.1).)

4. Consumable Materials

r#Ffirm ala. Are consumable atnris inexpensively replaced?
A A Al r

Approximate replac.:,r-Int cos of consumAble materials 1Yr

TA

lir

Aosto,
grAir0111"127

__-
b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the

game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playin; pieces er1V7.e17- to disappear?
x------

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the Entre constructed so no to eliminate the need for
, extra equipment such as a,-erhaed projectors, filmstrip

machine, etc.?
A

b. If equipment 4;1 neres-Pry. what kinds? arlr
WA A I Ai

a,

The object of THE NUTRITION GAM is to buy foods with both calories and money in order to
obtain one hundred percent of the Recommended Dietary Allowance of eight different nutrients.
Eight different options of play, including a solitaire version, are suggested to the teacher.
These options, in additic . to my others which individual teachers could think of, make this
game very flexible. Adult 3nsic Education students could learn a great deal about nutrition
from the gama and the variety or. foods included in it.
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PINK PEBBLES

Publisher Education Venture Inc.

Publication Date

Cost $8.00

1972

Suggested Number of Players 6

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Lev4' equired to read rules 5.8

Reading L.1. required to play game 3.5

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate? z

L
m

w

o
(A

m
w

>-1

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student

group? Adequate for elementary level.

3, is game based on reel -life situations and decisions? x

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck? x

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?

6. Does the vow require high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normal classroom periods (40 min.)? x

b. Can the game be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of lenrring justify the time spent in
preparing stodeets to piny the game?

d. Does the mount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain its educational value? x

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

9. Does the game teeth or test, i.e., can the game be played
without backgrce-,d learning? x

O. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the game corstructed SO as to eliminate the need
for mathematical celculations?

........-_,_ , i

x
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

o

4..,

.;.

w
m
o
u.:

m
m
A

.....-------
STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, utc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?
x

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played without teacher super,'Ision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?
x

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content lealed in the game?

x

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?) X

2. Use and Durability

a. Will parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are
game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?) x

b. In use, do the parts function welt? x

r rJ
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont'd.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deof, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped ,)crson play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped p,rson if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

----

z

4+

m

'..t

a

c0n

m
w
>4

som cafe

x-
b. Could the game be modifies' for the physically handicapped?

(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the gcme, if t.ny? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

li 41

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?
fiAri

A/

AA
Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials

b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the game b' played
with missing parts?

--------

x

c. Are playinR nieces unlikely to disappear?'
x

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the name constructed so as to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

x

Pr
b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?

I r

A 4
PINK PEBBLES is a game about how money began. Players assume the role of a farmer in a
society without money and must learn the art of trading in order to obtain items he needs
and wants. It provides a few oppo-rtunities for decision making. PINK PEBBLES seems to
be targeted to younger students or adults at an elementary level. Although players may
learn something about hc-4 money began it probably would not be very useful in making
consumer decisions in today's rocicty.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Publisher Urban Syettms,

Publication Date 1970

Cost $10.00

POPULATION

Suggested Number of Players 2-6

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 10.2

Reading Level ,squired to play game 11.2

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the inforrnt:_on accurate?

'tjj01
0
s
o
CI)

X

m

:04

2.

Alim.. ................. ........ww

Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?

.o

-
b, Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student

group? Unsure of teaching objectives.
.

,

3. is game based oa real-111e situations and decisions?

4.

rorovw....Immo.

Does winning recluire 'mculedge rather than luck?

5. Does the gars WIlveve rqtitudes toward learning?

*

6.

-
Does the ger2 rez:Ilire high levels of cognitive behavior?

7.

---
Time

a. Is the ti"-e rertui-ed to play the game reasonable
in terms of nornel elect:room periods (40 min.)? x--

,

b. Can the gee.-! be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does thn a7ount of lenraing jus ify the time spent in
prepar'.ng s,udentn to play the game?

d. 'Does the anount of learning justify the time spent in
playing thl ,c,.:-,.e? x

8. Flexibility

a. Can ti,' gaTs! he neer,ted to appeal to different
age groupr 'Ind retain itg edttcational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
differ{:nt ability levels within age groups and retain
its; educntthael vrJue?

x

9. Does the game te'eh or test, i.e., can the game be played
without trek3r,vind learning?

----- x

.0.

miorb.

-- -
Mathemattcal Cllculation.,

a, Is the game consinle_ed sc. as to eliminate the need
lot' mrthernticol cciculations?
A.M...lnr 1 .......* x

..1. 4 *A.
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EDUCATIONAL POSWILL1TIES - Cont'd.

b. If mnth lc rzquired, whet calculations are used?
Addition, subtrncticn

a

4.1

mx

g
m
0

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game oesthetica_ly appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)-----
2. Does it aanr thet n'..u:etr will vemaTh actively involved and

motivated without p,....ddin3 c7 encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructe0 nu competition does not interfere with
learning? x---

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the Creme be played by both individuals and teams?
----

x

-------
b. Can all perticiprte ectively?

c. Cnn *t he 21nycle, by .nly one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the gn:e be rleyed 1:ithout teacher supervision?

5. Rules end DL-ectionr

a. Are the 1..len rep -1 Oircctions concise?

b. Are the rvler ,,-.! (.1;.rect*ons Cully 3xplanatory of the game?

c. Are the ret d dirnctlons ,,roily understood?
------

d. Are t.urmo,..tthn.7 rldo :.(% the tencher for summarizing the

content leerre in th'' grT:? x

. _-------------

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTIC:;

1. Is the rya erly .(-J --.c.-o? (In it e^_? `- contained? Can it fit

into file cnbincts, (177ners, nhelvee, or other areas accessible

to the clnrsroom tencher?) x

2. Use and Durabilit!

a. Will pnrti or :111 rime ?set over a period of time? (Are

snmn partr 'InflP of ournble materials? Will the effect of

heat, cold, end hwilidit7 be ne',Jigible upon the materials

and the csnbil:t7 of ,:he name?`_ x

---- ----

b. Ir tine, do the vsrtc function well?---__ --
x
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned. z

.4
w

W

v)
0

m
o

3. Physically Handicapped (11ind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that Another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

°me

b. Could the gave be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

.....--- .........

.c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

A;111111111111r10 A

III

-
4. Consumable Materiels

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?
-01101141...

Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials
No instructions given as to the replacement

Illr

r

=consumable mateTcrrTr:
b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part rf the

game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts?

c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear?
-................

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
, extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip

machine, etc.?
----

/

.

x

:///

--.........
b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?

--.--
POPULATION is a game in which players strive to solve a crisis of overpopulation in a
rapidly developing country. Although some decisions must be made by the players, the
game seems to be primarily for purposes o.!:. entertainment and/or consciousness raising.

Its relation to consumer education is merely that consumer decisions can affect.
population growth. POPULATION is a complex ga.te and the complexity led to confusion
and lack of 'interest among the adults and high school students who played in our situa-
tions. Its complexity reduced the enjoyment and the learning.
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PaORACAral

Publisher Win Proof

Publication Date n.d.

Cost $6.00

4Suggested Number of Players 2-

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.6

Reading Level required to play game 6.0__

DUCATIONAL P03SInTLITE:1

1. Is the inort.-ltio,i rscuvate?
O
z

m
.4
w
3

s
0
w

m
w

2. Objectives

a. Are tN.iching cb:;ectIveL clea:? x

b. Are teaching cbjcctives relevant to targeted student
group? x

3. Is game I:lo2c: cn rnal-li6.-1 lituaticnn and decisions? x

4. Does winning retlirc kncwledge rather than luck? x

5. Does the geun im?ro,.e at:ittld2s towIrd learning? x

6. Does the ge:-.;' ,..-ar.:1:11.:1 high levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to play the game reasonable
in trms ty7. ertr.1 clrncroom vrieds (40 min.)? x

b. Can thi.! ge-c_. b,. idn?tve to difir_rent time limits easily? x

c. Does tlic. nrv.7ent -12 ln::.r.liag lustlfy the time spent in

preparing !-:ted-cr tr. play the Fame?
III x III

x
d. Does thL! -.:-,,,tunt. :y: lealming iustify the time spent in

playing f_.1 ,71-c

8. Flexibility

a. Can ::11,- 7nr.2 'o r%rla7ted to appeal to different

ege groups nrd retain 4.ts edvcational value? x

b. CPQ the cc'ia i!TIont. be changnd to meet the needs of

different a5i1t7 le,yclo -:.thin age groups and retain
its educatiol :.clue?

.

9. Does the Far:: r es.:.',1 or t,-nit, i.e., can the gat .a be played

without bilet7grcc.in,' learnre?

.0. Mathematienl CAlinln'A'ins

a, Is th tame cc-nitrected rl Fif tl eliminate the need
for mltheTrtica c-Oculntion!,?

---.............. ._ -_ IIIOF
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BEST COPY =ABLE

EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITU,S - Coned.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?

n

At

4.,

)
a
E
o

ff)

IPA

1

m
N
P.

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesLhetically ppealtng? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students. dill remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be pinyed by cnly one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the vme b.. played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules and directions concise? x

b. Are the ..:.uler and directions f-lly explanatory of the game?

c. Arc the rules r.nd cirectienti easily understood?

d. Are suggestions rndP to !:be tencher `'or summarizing the
content learned in the pane? x

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to ::tore? (Is il. sc11.-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drnvnrc, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroora -eachel.?;

2. Use end Durability

a. Will partc or: the game last. over a period of time? (Are

game parts -,-de of durrthle m-teriais? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and he-il.d:f:y be reE,ligibte upon the materials

and the usabILlity of the game?)
x

b. In use, do the nnrts funr!tion well_?
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PHYSICAL

3.

CHARACTERISTICS - ..:ont'd.

w
M4
W
0
0
0

0
P-I

Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into .account that another student could
spin n spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the haudicapred poison if necessary, would the game
then be 91yab1e to the Iland-icapped?)

--.

borne c

x---
b. Could the ra.e be modified for the paysically handicapped?

(E.G., cards, paper money, ete., car. easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

---

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the Game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

- ----_-_-_---. x
4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable mP.terials inexpensively replaced?
Ai

i

.....m.. .W.N . ... 0.m .... n...
Approximate elaThcemant cost of consumable materials

...00.
IFIr

b. Could a quick sastitution be made for each part of the
game if tho reed wo'.tici ertre? Or can the game be played
with missLng oarts?

+11.....
.

c. Are playinp. 1Jocep 1.-.aely to disappear?

5. Extra Equipment-

a. Is the Sam z conitrected so vs to elirinate the need for
extra cqvipment sech as overhead projectors, filmstrip
maehinn, etc.?

--------------
b. If equipment i.s necersary, what ':.'.acts?':.'.acts?

r

A

Y

iv

an

PROPAGANDA is An exe.-aire in clear rhinl'ine which requires the players to identify
techniques of prorsvao.da from erarples 'liven. Different methods of playing are

suggested and the me. is onnicell! (mite r.lexible. Two sections of PROPAGANDA are

especially relevrtnt: to roArumfr. oduc:,tion especially if included in units in advertising,

salesmen's persuasion ',:echniques, o°.P. Adult Pesic Education students could find this

game to be overwhelmil, due :o :he amount a.. rending involved, However, if given assistance

it would be chrflengiog 't-r3 interestinr; '0 t.her-1,
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BEST COPY AW,ILABLE SHARE THE RISK

Publisher Changing Times Education Service Suggested Number of Players 8-40

411

Publication Date 1972

Cost $62.50

if

E

1

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.9

Reading Level required to play game 6.2

DUCATION AL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?-.- o
2

M
M
4
3
w
8
0
m

m
w
>4

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? x

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
grocp? x

3.' Is game based on racl-life actuations and decisions? x

4. Does winning ,.cltlire knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the gave improve attitudes toward learning?
x

6. Does the gnre require high leiels of cognitive behavior? x

7. Time

a. Is the time requires' to ally the game reasonable
in terms of normal -.1assroom periods (40 min.)?

.4

b. Can the game be adarted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students tr, ?icy the game?

-....
x

d. Does thl cmount cf /corning justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
aee groups And retain

Lowest'
value?

eacher reads and maKe recorav towest aailit stuaents could la
x

b. Can the gar.e content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational ialu??

9. Does the game tec!1 or t.e!), iLe., can the game be played
without bac%ground lerrriine,

................,
x

I

1

-,

-
.0. Mathematical Calculaticns

A. Is the game con'Atuc,eJ ..n ea to eliminate the need

for rlthematiert caleillationq
_.......

x
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIIILITIES Cont'd.
(interest: rAtes, etc.)

b. If math i3 required, wnat calculations are used?
all types of calculations

0
1.

STUDENT INTFREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealin0 (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that !-tudents will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game. he played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can n11 participate actively?

c. Crn it be playd by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the grme be played Iithout teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Direction!

Ito Are the rules aed directions concise?

h. Arc the ruleF and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Arc the col.es and ,!irections easily understood?

d. aisdr' to the teacher for summarizing the

content: learned in the gore?

PEYSICAL CHARACTERISTTCS

et.

1. Is thn game easy to -tore? (Ts it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the c lassrnon feacbnr?)

x

2. Use and Dorabillty

a. Will nary of Ili? :,,,ame last over a period of time? (Are

game plrtr ride of durable materials? Will the effect of

heat, ,-11-1, /nld lurnidit7 be negligible upon the materials

and the uFability H.' the game' ?)

b. Tn use:, dl the pnr.s function well?

...INMI1.
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont'd.

3. Physically HandicappeJ. .blind, Epastic, Leaf, Paraple3ic)

a. Could a phystcally !handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into .account that fuloLher stueent could

spin a spianar, throw Lnd/or re%d dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handlcapp'21 person if accessary, would the game
then he playable to the handica7ped?)

4.J

W
H0
w

m

-

,

ome (

b. Could the rame 1m r,orl.if:.ed for the physically handicapped?

(E.g., crrds, ?oper .:oney, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind stui ato by usIng a stylus.)

.

c. Could a physically handi,7,opped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (teking into account the
modification:* sunented Jo. 3.b.) AEI

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inerpenplvely replaced?
11111111------

Approximate replacen9nt cost of -insumable materials
. OrI I

.1m... r my.w . , , . ....... .... ..E. ,,,om.....

b. Could a quick subc:itvtion he mad,2 for each part of the
game if the need yoi'lL Irse? Or ccv the game be played
with missing parts? x

c. Are pleyirl pi-?ccc i?-11:11,,A; to elreppror?
x

S. Extra Equipment

a. Is the gam= cons.:7.w.tecl 9!) 3P to eliminate the need for
extra ec,ip-re:,t stcb e.s ove,.nead proictors, filmstrip
machine, ef:.c.?

-----
b. If equipment is necessnx7, ,4hrt 'cincl.s7 Duplicating r riir ra Frmdchine needed fo- ,.:on,lumnble miterinis. .ft Ai AM

an

SHARE THE RISK is a flame introduce insurance and its basic concepts. Players
assume the duz,.1 role of family hews' mid merb,!r of a share-therisk pool and their goals
are to impro"e the fomil!t's securj.ty and protect their family from the two perils, the
Grunch and the ,'ark.. These pezi)..s include damage to people's property and threats to a
family's health and 11::e. :'lay en's must decide how much money they should pool to protect
themselves from these perils. SILART:: THE RISK can teach a basic understanding of both the
coniumer view of insrnnce 2nd th:! v'. ^_1.= of the instr:ance cor?any. Some of the concepts it
can teach are the under;tan!Tt of proh.ebIlity, ris, insurance planning, loss experience,
cost of insurance, riLd oCte-,.s tc, the am-int of paper work and math calculations,

410 Adult Basic Education stv(:ent_ mht A:nd this ; ;nme rat'lcr difficult and they could lose
!.nterest.
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Publisher Gillum Briok Cempany

Publication Date n.d.

Cost $5.00

SHARP SHOPPER

Suggested Number of Players 4

*See Student. Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.5

Reading Level required to play game 6.4

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

I. Is the inforrntion cccurate?
0
r.4

w
m
.0
)
w
o
m

x

fn

w
..

2.

_____

Objectives

a. Are teach!mg cVecti,7es clear?

b. Are teaching obj?ctiveu relevant to targeted student
group? No targ:Ited group stated.

3. Is game bed on zenl-life Atunticas end deciallons?

4. Does winning 1.2qt0.1-e %.1c7itledge rather then luck?

5. Does :he game irprcve ltt:!.t.)dr.s to-ard learning?

6. Doea the gem re-quire high levelr of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the lira ::e-,,uir,:d to play the game reasonable

in terr. of no a1. classroom periods (O min.)?

b. Can the r.;r-.7-! be. adcpted to different tine limits easily?
x

P. Does the Pmulint of learnin3 justify the time spent in
prernri.ng 7tuennte tc, inlay the gam??

d. 1,C2S the 0.7,-,,nt r1.7 lea 'ping Juctify the time spent in
plsyi0) 'Lhe r7,??

8. Flexibility

a. Can the gamn hn adnr.:ed to ,appeal to different
r.ge grou2n rnd -etein it: odvcltional value? x

b. Can the grTe content be changed to meet the needs of
differcnt ability lcvel5 ithin an groups and retain
its edi,cnti-nal -mlue?

9. Does the gnr7?. tv)ch or test, i-0., cc!n the game be played

without `,nc%gi.-4.!r'' 1., ^: 1n,^,?

_.

x

,O. Mathematical Cniculrtjonc

a. Tn the gPt-: cc,nvtructri ro an :.0 eliminate the need

for mAthervticaJ c:Ilcolrlticnr? x
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If If mnth is required, what calculations are used?

o

I

///

4J

o
x:

,t

5
o

o
II

---- ---___

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that stu:.lents will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or: encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game construcceJ so competition does not interfere with

learning?

*4. Number of. Players

a. Can the game he played by both individuals and teams?

h. Can all participate ac;:ively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (.olitaire version) x

d. Can the game 170 played witollt teacher supervision? x

5. Rules and DiroC.iona

a, Are the rules an0 directions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Ara suggestions wide ':o the teacher or summarizing the
coatunt learned in the game? x

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTIC`.'

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the clasaroor teacher?)

2. Use and Durabili.ty

a. IV' parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are

game parts m-W.0 of durable materials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and huidiz:y he negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

b. In uLe, do the pnrtc furcdon w-l'?
4---

x
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS -- Conttd.

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., takin3 into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move. tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playablo to the handicapped?)

0
(.3

m
>4

sore c

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, peper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for bliad students by using a stylus.)

-
.

c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire
version of the geme, if any? (takie- Onto account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.) AdAdid

4. Consumable Materials r v V "
a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?

Air
A

A AO__
Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials

Pr#F#P7( rf
../, aa1.111*

b. Could a quick subetituticn be made for each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or -an the game be played
with missing parts?

x
c. Are playing pieces unlikely to disappear?---

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
, extra equipment each as overhead projectors, filmstrip

machine, etn.7
x--......----

b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?

Air ArrAri A
....-

MOS 1101=...........e. .
SPAR? SHOPPER emphasizes ceesumer practicec in the areas of food, clothing, shelter,
and finance. Situation cards in these four areas point out useful facts, tips, and pitfalls
of consumer prc"Aces which t7euld be of utmoe,: importance to the adult student. Blank cards
are included in the game so that additlanal situations may be added. Also, variations for
play Ace suggested in the rules. Situations must be reed aloud in order to acquire the
knowledge but it is possible to pley the game without reading aloud, thus greatly reducing
the possibility of eny learning. A few of the situation; represen' judgments with which
we might not agree.
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BEST CON AVAILAL

Publisher Urban Syste,10-;, Inc.

Publication Date 1970

Coat $11.00.

SMOG

Suggested Number of Players 224

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 7.9

Reading Level required to play game 9.9

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. In the inforve,tisl ,Iccuente?

.

0
Z

4
,43

.c.

3
w
S
o
m

m
44

x

2. Objectives

a. Are tenchiell e73jectiv, a clear"

b. Are teaching ehj2ctivcs ..eleeant to targeted student
greup? ---------

3. Is game based on renl-life nituationn and deriC.ons?

4. Does winning recuire %nouledge rnther than luck?
---- ------ x

5. Does the gar im2rove attitudes toward learning? x-----
'.-

6. Does the re- rer:eire high levels of cognitive behavior? x

7. Time

a. Is the time requirri 'co play the game reasonable
in terms of norrn1 classroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Cnn the game 1-.^ eeapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the nee-le- er learning ju_tify the time spent in
preparing ctudentn to ploy the gams?

x
--....

d. Does the ame.unt e!: lerrning justify the time spent in
playin; the gam?

8. rlexibility

a. Can the game be adapted to appeal to different
age groups end %etain its edecational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet tt,e needs of
different Ability 'te,Yels within age groups and retain
its educaticanl vnlue?

-------- --------------.
9. Dees the Gnme tenth rz test, i.e., rar, the game be played

without bacUo,rcur learlirg? x
...........1.11......... ....mo.. ...n.... ow........... .wpm...,u-0*.0.....
.0. Mathematical Celeulationr.

a. la the game ccestreeted se an to eliminate the need
for mathennOxn, ,:c!cuIrtionn?

AI.. ...maw OM. .1.1NOMwww. ftMA. wwi. ...10..
x

................... .........

n
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
Addition subtraction

0
z

44
m

i
tn

m
a
m

.....
.............---.

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.) x

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with

learning? x

*4. Number of Players
.

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?
x

----.--p---.--..
b. Col all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the ruler and directions concise? x

x
,----..-----......--.r......

b. Are the rules and di:lctions fully explanatory of 'the game?

c. Are the ruler and directions easily understood? x

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the

content learned in the game? x

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit

into file cabinetn, drovers, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the claasropm iecther?)

.

r

A

2. Use and Durability

. . a. Will parts of the gams last over a period of time? (Are

game parts made of durable materials? Will the effect of

hest, cold, 1:.C. humidity he negligible upon the materials

and the usability of the game?)

b. In use, do the parts function well?
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS ._ Cont'd.

3. Physically Handicrped Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically hcaidicapped person play the game?
(I.e., tak!mg into nccoutt that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable ':c the handicapped?)

o

4-J
M4
a
o
l

Ls

o
>4

,

sore can

-- -
b. Could the pain be modified for the physically handicapped?

(E.g., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

c. Could a physically handicspped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

r r

Ai

sr
pr

A A
4. Consumable Materials

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?

Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials
No instruction given as to replacement of consumable

NV r
b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the

game if the need would arise? nr can the game be played
with missing parts?

---
c. Are playing piecss unlikely to disappear?

---------------------
x

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
. extra equipment such ns overhead projectors, filmstrip

machine, etc.? 11----. .................-..........

b. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?.
I r I r

4414A
SMOG requires players to bccf-re n totn's Air Quality Manager and thus players are faced
with decisions and complexities involved in controlling the quality of the air over this
town. SMOG enables rlaynrs tc' understand different sides of the pollution question and
is regard to pulicy decision msking. It is probably too difficult for most Adult
Basic Education students or lower ability high school students. However, it could be
educational value to ;yore able grouns and might be used in Science, Social Studies, or
Consumer Education c2.asses. It is necessary to play several times in order to get full

0 benefits.
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Publisher Didactroa Inc.

Publication Date 970

Cost

SOUP'S ON!

minimum probably 2

Suggested Number of Players no maximum
*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.7

Reading Level required to play game 4.1

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information eccurste?

.....

0
z

X

aJ
M4
3

8
0

CA

to

W

,- -......-.. .......----.....--.....-.-.

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching ebjectives clear?
x0..aoraaw. ....wv,..m....oa ................................

b. Are teaching cbjectivee relevant to targeted student
group?

....

3. Is game based en real-life nituatf.ens and decisions?
4.....11010.0.
4. Does winning require knewledt* rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?
x

6. Does Lhe ger-, reqeere 'ligh levels of cc3nitive behavior? x......00. 0.0.1.00...011000.000.01. .........

7. Time

a. Is the tire eequired to play the game reasonable
in terra of necral 'laesroom periods (40 min.)?

b. Can the game hn edent,d to different time limits easily?
.......-- ...

c. Does the errunt pt lenrning justify the time spent in
preparine ntudente to ?ley the Bare?

d. Does the arleunt c: lezenIng justify the time spent in
playing the game?

8. Flexibility

a. Can the gawk: be adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retain itc educational value? x

WNOMOINIAWIme ......................................0.11..........
t.. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of

different MAUI:, levels within age groups and retein
its edveeti.mal relee?

0.00000000 ...000.01. ,....../00.
9. Does the game tee& ee test, i.e., cen the grme be played

without beekground learning? x

LO. Mathematical Calculetions

a. Is the game eeneteeeted sn e' to eliminate the reed
for methersticel ealculat,one?

.............................110MI .............. ...'..........t.....t............0.40

_

.0
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If math i3 required, what calculations are used?

o

illir

m

m
H
o

AAP

.4)

r

.........

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without proddit4.4 or encouragement by instructor? x

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate actively?

c. Can it be played by only one? (solitaire version)
----

d. Can the gars be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directicns

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

b. Are the rulel and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions made to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

.......____--------

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy "o store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cahinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible

to the classroom teacher?)

2. Use and Durability

a. Wiil parts of the game last over a period of time? (Are

game parts mode of durable materials? Will the effect of

heat cold. Fnd humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

b. In use, do the partn function well?
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERIST:CO - Cont'cl.

3. Phynlcally FwarlicLprod (Blind, Spa tic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could E. physioell: hareicappee person play the game?
(i.e., troda;; Jmt:, necou-2t thct ..71ther student could
spin a spirissr, c.net/ol: dlce, row?. tokens, etc.,
for the haudl.s4p3d -:erne''. if necessary, Juld the game
then be pleyablu to th:. 1,Euidinal-?ed?)ONI.

4J

0

sOM

on.

ca

b. Could tha :2.od1 fie1 to tLr physicclly handicapped?
(E. g., clrec, paper ronf!, c;:c.., ensily be adapted
for br..2d ste:.entn b7 stylu:.)

OMNI, AO. .Nrager-
c. Could a physicall7 hnndi2apve ,arcon play e.s solitaire

version of tha ;ma, any (tLking into account the
modificatiom; sugcntud ire: 3.b.)or 101 WOOF.*Forpon.

4. Consurnble '.1aterials

a. Are consuillnla raterials inompeaqively replaced?. oaorm or moo .4. or. ors. o omiloptqw immolloo.

Appromirts -.7c?lr.oan.lpt cost of conslAnable. mcterials

:pro vorfOr JdaroomarridMirmaIMID

OreIra oto.mroom.mr.o.

oar Ile

11MOIIIIMINIO
=MEMNON.,

b. CoulA a quica --,nlviztvtion ,e nrele for each part of the
prime if thr rini aria ,.!? c-xn the gams be played
with mic:!!.nr, pnrtJt?

mor Ol000lor. Inmosr,or I. .4r ergo.

a. Arn nlnyir.. 2..1cs dir.'Typrkr?

... -room,

5. Extra. Equ!.pme...w:

all

x

x

a. Is the ger^. ecnnt7:uctoe co 11 to elirinate the need for
ex.Lre. rv,2% w7erlicad projnntors, filmstrip
71e.cb!.no, erc?

011i wimmIMOIOOPOO . -.core ourrola.00mm 4.11mor

b. If equiprent lc nevIcf7oar7, uhnt k!.rdn?

mlionmoimmrIIIMOlir-,mmoN=.Mr ow -Or
SOUPS 014177;nnt.: to '.c.,4- co ErunUTFIcnn ng or a a ance. a e . aowever, e game
played like bingo, thorn '170 no elecisinn to be made and only lurk is involved in the
winning of the. caret, . (-7winnt - lay cbtain semis misinformation because all foods are grouped
in the follow/me riontl protein, v' getable, mostly fat, fruit, milk, and
starch. This ou11 ncr%use own''; ;t.udontm nines the categories do not adhere to any specific
pattern such as nutrit4pnqi f;rolT-1 nr r3rnupn. Alen, the "mostly starch" group includes
such things an rn,rn, ?tz710 ,rod chili.. There food- Are generally thought of as in
the milk end me grun:, rncp,Ictivnly. !?!.,,yern are attracted to the game at first but soon
become bored.
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BEST COPY SWINDLE!

Publisher ChalL,ing Times Education Service

Publication Date 1971

Cost $42.30 (entire rescarcL unit)

E

no maximum
minimum

Suggested Number of Players probably is 7-11

*See Student Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules4.8

,leading Level required to play game 4.8

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES
,

1. Is the informrtion accurate?
o
Z

4J.
m

5
ca

m
co

.
x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear?
------------- x

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? kin Voote4g group stated but suitable for

1.-

3. Is game baned on real-life situations and decisions? x
......
4. Does winning require knarledge rather than luck? x- -

5. Does the game ihrrove ntcitudes toward leatlng? x

6. Does the. gcr -e7.11Tiv.1 high lgvels of cognitive behavior?
..---.......... -

7. Time

a. Is the time reluired to play the game reasonable
in terms of normr1 clnssroom period (40 min.)?

h. Can the game Se ndepted to different time limits easily? x
...--- - -

c. Does the Jrnerunt 12 learning justify the time spent in
preparirg studentn to 7,1ny the game?

d. Does the amount fif 1-7.arning justify the time spent in
playing the gere?

-_-_--

x

8. Flexibility

a. Can the germ be Idapted to appeal to different
age groups and rccein its educational value?

MMIIMI.I.M..M...M.m.MMdIOIda

x

10..m.,. .n.,..........m.mr*Mw m.
b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of

different abl?ity levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?---...---..

9. Does the game teach or test, i.e., can the gave be played
without background lcJarnthg?

.

LO.. Mathematical Culcultions

a. Is the game constrcO.nd ea as to eliminate the need
for mathematical cLic:,11ations?

OMM.M.0~0.1.1.110.m.16*. ~....0 4,0WON080.8....*... .....ft.....10.1....u..y......,........4........4
x

r.,.....y,,
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EDUCATIONAL POSSIBU.,ITIES - r:cat'd.

b. If math is required, what calculations are used?
additiou, ru.ot:actien

,

4.)

w
,r1

w
0
o
!n

m
,I,

-.

I

awasmon....

STUDENT INTE.TST

1. Is the game nestheticnly n2pealin.3? (colors, artwork, etc.)

2. Does it apnea: that ,:.todoutc! wi:1 rer,ain actively involved and
motivated without :;roddiug rf enccu.,:agement by instructor?

3. Is game constructJd no competition does trot _nterfere with

learning? x

*4. Number of Playel:e

a. Can the ,lam, bo nlayod h both individuals and teams?

b. Can all r.articipatc 1.,1:ively?

c. Cnn it be played by only one:: (solitaire version)

d. Can the uml ho pin!,ce without teacher supeision? x

5. Rules and Directicry_

a, Are the rulJo ard directions concise:

b. Are the rules lnd dtrect.lons full.: explana-ory of the game? x

cr Ar-2 thn veles cno ]ireccionc easily understood?

d. Arc su3gestions tilde to c.he teacher for summarizing the
content ler.rne0 ir the gax.e? x

PHYSICAL CHARACTET:TSTI

1. Is the game ellIr to store; (Is it self-contained? Can it fit

into file cabinets, drnLers, shelves, cr other areas accessible
113 the clac.sucm tea.h2r?)

2. Use and Durrbility

a. Will parts of the gimp last over a period of time? (Are

game parts o'.' of durable riaterials? Will the effect of

hent, cold, and hu-Aidit-) he negligible upon the materials

and thr, u-abili.ty of the ;4eme?)

b. lx use, do ilha nn*!ts function ',ell?
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Untyd. z

4
M
4
W
0

w
0

m

>4
w

3. Physically Handicappei (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped rerson play the game?
kI.e., taking into acourt thr.t another student could
spin a spiLler, thro- and/or reel dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped nerson if nec-snary, would the game
then be playable ':o the handicapped?)

dome 1

x

b. Could the go.me be urlified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, papel. voney, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by using a stylus.)

----..
c. Could a physically handicapped person play the solitaire

version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggestd in 3.b.)

A
4. Consumable Materlla

a. Are consumnble materials inexpensively replaced?
-- x-,

Approximate replacement cost o: consumable materials Or

AAP
x

ONWI Im.,011 =MO.. VI. .11OW... ... =e4.. .01M

b. Could a quick sebstitutioa be made foi: each part of the
game if the need would arise? Or can the awe be played
with missing usrts?

----------- ---
c. Are playing 131.eco. unlikely to dirnppeer?

x----
5. Extra Equipnert

a. Is the game constructed no nn to eliminate the need for
, extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip

machine, etc.? x

.- -

--,-- ....Mm.orw... am..
b. If equipwent is neee2.sary, what kinds? Duplicating

.

/NIA
machine needed for copies of some forms.

-
4..........,,..............~.~61.1.7.10-MONIONVINT .....+...111........6...
SWINDLE is included in The Marketplace, a resource it for teaching consumer edu ation
and cannot be purzhased neprately. :?layers of SWINDLE try to make wise choices and
to avoid gyps nd frauds. 21nyerr learn to evaluate and investigate choices before they
decide upon their purchaqes. tudnts receive valuable experiences in decision making.
in areas which are very Lelevant to the L3u2,t Basic Education Student. SWINDLE is some-
what fun to play but it can 1), lAryee only one or two times because students will be
able to memorize the reulcs of purchases and thus play without learning.
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WIEELS

Publisher Paul. S. Amiclon & Associntus, Inc.

Publicction Date

Cost $40.00

E

Suggdsted Number of Players 14

*See Stt:dent Interest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules 8.8

Reeding Level required to play game 12.6

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the inI:umit".on necurate?
0
x

1 4J

m
.c
Dt

sgu
o
cn

x

co

>4

-----

2. Objectives

a. Arn Leaching oSjoctivel clear?
Not stated.

b. Arz tnnchin: obAcctives relevant to targeted student
fr,n7? U.S. sophrmore to seniors ire interested in Paying
- cr:ru-.

J. Is earls bace-.1 or reci-ii,ae r):,_tuatirns Arad declaims?
INIOYOMIM 7W=Me MI

4. Does winning reqnire knewledce rather than luck? x

5. Does the gnme t; -hove nttiLudes toward learning? x
--------

6. Doea the grTe recluir.e hisb levels of cognitive behavior?
....

x-------
7. Time

a. Is the *4.11-.2 re lui.ced tc play the flame reasonable

in te,m- ni ner.l.n1 Ant-room rcricds (40 min.)?
___ =r*w*-....vem wman r .....m. .mM.... ...ir-

b. Can the gale 62 ndn7ted to different tire limits easily?

c. roes 1-.1,e A.--,t oll lnrr-lin: ptsti.ily the time spent in

prepnrie7 etudente to rlpy thc-. game?------ ----.
d. Does the --Int cr. learning justify the time spent in

pinyinr; the gran': ...
8. Flexibility

a. can the [1.1r n he aes:Itcd to nppec.1 to different

age groups nn:' -.:etaW ftn eduTAtional value?. x
6.....a.M... M............ .......1

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
diffevent lbUit! levelr within a.gc groups and retain
its ndulltionnl 1.11.un? x-- ----

9. Does the gnme -each or tert, i.e can tie gnme be played
withnut bacicgreune learning? x

emm esmIngei wemay... ......,. ...........m...... w. ...wooma.......*,........

.0. Mathematierd Cal,;ulation3

t. Is the came -;onstructei rn na to eliminate the need
for wtheTltical t. lculat&ons?

.**0.....1 0.1M - ..,-.0................r.--......1. x
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BEST
Val MiALADIit

.

EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILIT 3-. Corr,:ld.

b. If math is reqtrired, what calculations are used?
Addition, subtraet.on, multiplication.

o
'e.,

w
mx
:$

v
a
o

:,-

m
4,

:,-(

b......MM.M.SAM.En7...M. 4RIMIN.MEM..y,.., -.

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colcrs, artwork, etc.) x

2. Does it appear that students 1;1.11 remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by 1.7structor?

3. Is game constructed no coopetition does not interfere with
learning?

*4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be played by both individuals and teams?

b. Can all participate rctively?

c. Can it be played by )nly one? (solitaire version)

d. Can the game be played without teacher supervision?

5. Rules and Directions

a. Are the rules o.nd dir2ctions concise?

b. Are the rules and directions fully explanatory of the game?

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions made tc ;:he teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

im.......

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, o;: other areas accessible
to the classroom ceache.:?)

2. Use and Du:ability

a. Will parts of the gam last over a reric,c1 of time? (Are

game partv made of dJrable mrtterials? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity be negligible upon the materials
and the usability of the game?)

'yam

"--

x
ow. w.maiwimed!r

b. In use, do the nartr !:unct4_on well?
_____...,------...... ... _

x
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - goof:' d.
o
z

o

3

El

o
m
co

3. Physically Handicepped (Blind, Spastie, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a phynieelly handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., takinE into acceeut that another student could
spin a epinnea, throw avid /o:_- read dice, move tokens, etc.,

for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable tG the handicapped?)

some cat

----
b. Could the ;ame be modified for the physically handicapped?

(E.3., cards, paper money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind atudenta by using a ctylu3.)

c. Could a physically hendieapped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications suggested in 3.b.)

x
Aammarroono.

4. Consumable rater-if-0.s

a. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced?
..........

Approximate replacement co3t of consumable m^ serials
No insturctiona Liver as to purchtsc or duplication

, prej
ffrA4

P"

.

of consumable materiair. _______

b. Could a quick substIteion be made for each part of the
game if the need 'soul-.'. arise? Or can the game be played
with miceiea peats:

c. Are play:lnrj pieces al:likely to disappear?
...... .. -....trow..

5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game conatructed 3C ao to eliminate the need for
extra aquipment such 8G overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, eta.?

a

........
b. If equipment is eecesear:,, x,711nt kinds?

r

WHEELS is a simulation in which players ,assume different roles and undertake the decisions
and financial cot of waning ara operatina an automobile. The simulation takes a very
realistic approach to the problem of automobile pea:chase and operation and includes such
factors as insurance, unexacc:ed happeainas, repairs, gao mileage, etc. Teachers or
students must read the antro6uction and pegee on iaeurance ari credit which could be
boring to students. The publisher claima that the information is based on actual records
(i.e., repair records in nimulation arc Trom real 2pair records of the cars repre-
sented). The simulation Frevides tie cpportuni'7 for each player to win if reasonable
decisions are made and if ':heir luck to rod. WI-1E7MS involves a considerable amount of
reading rod work with cherte ehice may be beyond the ability of Adult Basic Education
students. If the aeadina !eve?. were lower, it would aid studeats with limited reading
ability. The simulatace in much. educational potential but was not as much fun for our
students as many other ealucatianai gamea.
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Women's Lib

Publisher Urban Systems, Inc.

Publication Date

Cost $8.50

1970

Suggested Numbe::. of Players 4-7

*See Student. Irverest, question 4

Reading Level required to read rules10.7_

Reading Level required to play game 9.8

DUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?
0
z

1 ,
m

3
w
s
o
w

w

x

2. Objectives

a. Are teaching objectives clear? x

b. Are teaching objectives relevant: to targeted student
group?

..._..
x

3. Is game bead on real-1 .Le situations and decisions?
x

4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?
x

5. Does the game improve attitudes tower: learning?

6. Does the lire Tecui-re high levels of cognitive behavior? x

7. Time

a. Is the tine required to play the game reasonable
in terms of normll classroom periodr (40 min.)?

b. Can the geme be adapted to different time limits easily?

c. Does the emou'it of learning justify the time spent in
preparing students to ploy the game?

d. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
playing the game? x

8. Flexibility

a. Can the vre be idapted to appeal to different
age groups lnd retain its educational value?

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of
different ability levels within age groups and retain
its educational value?

9. Does the game t'avOl or st, i.e., car the game be played
without beckground learning? x

......0,41,

.0. Mathematical Calculations

a. Is the gPme constructed an as to eliminate the need
for mathematical calculatioot?

........

x
.........--....1 .......m........-4,...A.4
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ZMJCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Cont'd.

b. If lath is required, what calculatJons are used?
Addition, 3ubtraction

0

v.

4.
0
X
W

g
m
a

II1.*01Ww0 IIMMONaw.O.ftr ftwolo,IM .0,4W

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is the game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)

. ,

2. Does it eppear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding or encouragement by instructor?

.----.........

3. Is game constructed so coavetition does not interfere with

learning?
-------------

4. Number of Players

a. Can the game be ;flayed by both individuals and teams?
.IMIPO

x
AM. ft...mamma ........M..41........11.....INO.

b. Can all participate actively:
...11.1 ,.... a xrmmmwma,. ve

c. Can it be playmi_hy only one? (solitaire version) Vi

d. Can the game be ?layed without teacher supervision?1 W.....M.M 0...0...M.M.

5. Rules and Dtrectiens

a, Arc the rulr.s and directions corcise?. ..... .-.
b. Are the rules and direct ions fully explauatory of the game?

c. Arc the rules end directions easily understood? III x
4.1.M. .Ibrallor. ..... J

d. Are sues:,stions trde to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in clic c:%.,.:? x

III
1

4...MEM....MIImg mft
_

PHYSICAL CHARACTriAIKICC,

1. Is the game easy to store? (Ts it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, Lheives, or other areas accessible

to the classrocl teaccer?)
..r 40...m.y.......10.maa

2. Usl and Durability

a. Will tart. of the ,,Ame last over a period of time? (Are

game parts ride of durable materials? Wit.' the effect of

heat, cold, and 'eumidity be negligible upou the materials

and the Lsability of the game?)

b. In use, do the parts function well?

00091'



PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Coned.

3. Physically Handicapped (Kiwi, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physlcally handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into cccount thct another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/or read dice, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would the game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

I

w
0
4
3
M
Fi

(I)
0

0
w

som-

x
.....------. ---... ---

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, pape7 money, etc., can easily be adapted
for blind students by usinC a stylus.)

=MNIII=7.ININIO .MM111MYOMD
.0. .allE.0-41 OS ANIMMMI1.

c. Could a physicelly handicapped person play the solitaire
version .of the same, if any? (taking into account the
modifications mgcested in 3.b.)

/

. .

/

/ Pift.MIM......... 11.NP. NEMWA..n. 11MVIO
4. Consumable Materj.alv

A. Are consumable materials inexpensively replaced!
....--......

?

IlOOMIMMM.A....11 .0.0W.=.....
Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials
No instructions as to ....eplacement of concumable Frill

r

A____

,given

materials. Www...Wle . v.emMm.,
b. Could a quick rubstitetior be male for each part of the

game if the need would arise? Or can the game be played
with missing parts? X

...........--. ---.......- -....... --------------.
c. Are playing piece unlikely to disappear?

.11=1,----- =' aortoOn....41...MIM ..
5. Extra Equipment

a. Is the game conserected co as to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

no. ......11............ ....V
,

401

Fr

.=.....1.=.
b . If equipment: is necessary, what kinds?

ww......... ..........e.
WOMEN'S LIB is e game which the players roleplay a character (each with a specific set
of goals) and hie/her ettituaes towe...d. the Women's Liberation Movement. During the game,
ten major issues are diccuesee, clebated, end voted upon. (Background material is provided
for each character cn every 'esue.) Players may gain insight into the various viewpoints
regarding thn status or ''place" of women. The game is related to consumer education in
that the status oE wanon in the 7.rmily and in the society affects consumer behavior.
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YUMMY RUICY

Publisher American School Food Service

Publication Date 1')70
Association

Cost tgo

Suggested Number of Players 2-4
*See Student Interest, questign 4
(5 or more must use decks ot cards)
Reading Level required to read rules 6.7

Reading Level requived to play game 2-3

TAXATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

1. Is the information accurate?... ....0M. amm

x

x

3
w
0
En

m
0),

imanW ow.. ....ft..w

2. Objectives

a. Are teAching objectives clea.: None stated.
....

b. Are teaching objectives relevant to targeted student
group? No targeted group stated.

3. le game based on real-lffe airuatiana and decie.eas?
......, ........ -----
4. Does winning require knowledge rather than luck?

5. Does the game improve attitudes toward learning?
...

6. Does the game require t:igh levels of cognitive behavior?

7. Time

a. Is the time required to ?lay the game reasonabe
in terms of: normal classroom periods (40 min.)?

.100
b. Can the game be adaptnd to diferent time limits easily?

c. Does the amount of learning justify the time spent in
preparing stedento to play the game?

d. Does the amount ot! learning justify the time spent in
playing the vv.?

x
N.M.. A.. .......=.1.1.....1
8. 'Flexibility

a. Can the game be Adapted to appeal to different
age groups and retrin its educational value?01..4.110... uMb

b. Can the game content be changed to meet the needs of.
different ability levels within age groups and reta.n
its educational value? x

.....--- ...............--.....-----
9. Does the game teach or test, i.e., can the game be played

without beckgreene :.earring?
OMMIsIMMNIIN. =0 ./WwM
10. Mathematical Calculations

I. Is the game constructed so an to eliminate the need
for mathematical celeulations?

.....-"/MMNAIIIMONSlaWarnats.sme.ow.....,..d.Womswrawas..* ......w4.es... ........*.4w.......a.r.......re.orra... .

x
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BEST f:Vi MAK

EDUCATIONAL POSSIBILITIES - Contid.

b. If math is required, what (.alcul.ations are used?

..111.11.1.010111.

0111111
1111=1111MINNIIIMIMIIIIMOP.118111111=111

STUDENT INTEREST

1. Is f 1 game aesthetically appealing? (colors, artwork, etc.)
elliaMOIEW 1.. ,i*Izee.a

2. Dot. it appear that students will remain actively involved and
motivated without prodding rr encouragement by instructor?i.

3. Is game constructed so competition does not interfere W:.th
learning?

Pala 1111.111 ....111wor

*4. Number of Players

a. CAn the game be played by both individuals avid teams?
IMINIMM..141111011100111

b. Can all purticipate ac:lvely:

c Can t ,be played y only one? (solitaire version) One
could b

I

e devinld tea her,

d. Can the geme played without teacher sqperyision?

5. Rules and Directiors

a. Are the rules and directions concise?

0z

0

0

b. Are the rule!; and directions fully explanatory of the game?
11011...

c. Are the rules and directions easily understood?

d. Are suggestions mach: to the teacher for summarizing the
content learned in the game?

...a.0*.amewma./../a.aw..../...

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

,II. .1.1111111111100,

x

1. Is the game easy to store? (Is it self-contained? Can it fit
into file cabinets, drawers, shelves, or other areas accessible
to the classroom teacher?)

=11.1011111111.1M111=41111.4.010-.0.0..-
2. Use and Durability

a. Will part. of the game. last over a period of time? (Are

game parts ma:e o: durable materials'? Will the effect of
heat, cold, and humidity he negligible upon the materials
and the nstl,bility of the game?)

b. In use, do the parts Function well?

00100
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Cont'd. z

4J

W
4
W
0

-

I

M
e
>4

3. Physically Handicapped (Blind, Spastic, Deaf, Paraplegic)

a. Could a physically handicapped person play the game?
(I.e., taking into account that another student could
spin a spinner, throw and/oz. 1:ead dire, move tokens, etc.,
for the handicapped person if necessary, would ti7e game
then be playable to the handicapped?)

som . ca

x

WNlmaiM

b. Could the game be modified for the physically handicapped?
(E.g., cards, paper money, eta., can easily be adar_ed
for blind students by using a styles.)

111r11111111PF

A sarrf FA 4re , Ar
. ,

c. Could a physically landicepped person play the solitaire
version of the game, if any? (taking into account the
modifications seggested in 3.b.)- - -

4. Consumable Materials

a. Are conseeable materials inexpensively replaced?
...M....yrwsr .at .. .....r

Approximate replacement cost of consumable materials
No materials are

..._,
b. Could a quick substitution be made for each part of the

game if the necd would arise? Or can the game be played
w1th misrIng parts?

....r ...

e. Arc playing pieces enlikely to disappear?
M.o.. 0,0 111M4

5. Extra Egvipment

a. Is the game constructed so as to eliminate the need for
extra equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip
machine, etc.?

.

h. If equipment is necessary, what kinds?

r Alr

- ---------------

YUMMY RUMMY is a card game in which players try to assemble a complete meal of a main dish,

fruit and/or vegetable, bread, and milk. Due to the fact that the game can be played by

attention to color n withmt regard to foods, learning may be minimal. Since the game is

extremely simple and winning is almost entirely luck, the game can soon become bortng to

both youth and adults. lr ..rsimplificatton of point values and unusual classifications of

some foods may lead to players acquiring mIsinformation. For example, peanut butter and

cottage cheese are included with eve, foods as Idly in the "other foods" group rather

than a part cf the Basic Four. Cheese is not included in the milk group and equivalent: Aft

paints are given for a hot dog and for two eggs with A stack or pancakes. Amounts of

foods are not Indicated and picteree may be misleading in regard to amounts.
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American School Food Service Association
410+ E. TAM
Denver, Colorad3 80222

Amidon, Paul S, and Associates Inc.
5408 Chicago Avenue
Minneapolis, Mn. 55417

Benefic Press
10300 W. Roosevelt Road
Westchester, Ii.. 60153

Changing Times Education Service
1729 H St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Colorforms, Inc.
U. S. Committee for UNICEF
331 E. 38th Street
New York, N. Y. 10016

CUNA Mutual Insurance Society
P. 0. Box 391
Madison, Wi. 53701

Didactron Inc.
P. 0. Box 1501
Ann Arbor, Mi. 48106

Education Ventures, Inc.
309 Court Street
Middeltown, Ct. 06457

Gillum Book Co.
Box 4504
Kansas City, Mo. 64124

Graphics Go,
1107 W. University
Urbana, 1.1. 61801

Interact
P. 0. Box 262
Lakeside, California 92040

Fcholastic Magazines, Ihc.
50 W. 44th Street
New York, N. Y. 10036

Urban Systems, Inc,
1033 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, Ma. 02138

Washington State University
Cooperative Extension Service
Pullman, Wa. 99163

Western Publishing Co., Inc.
Schocl and Library Dept.
150 Parish Drive

Wayne, N. J. 07470
-97-
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Wff'n Proof
P. 0. Box 71
New Haven, Ct. 06501

Yacyk, Dr. Peter
Graduate Division
Reder College
Trenton, N. J. 08602


